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;signee, the commissioner of
the chairman of the Massachusetts Por

Authority or his designee, the commissioner of public healtl
designee, the mayor of the city of Boston or his designee and five pc
sons to be appointed by the governor is hereby established for the
purpose of making an investigation and study relative to the control
and abatement of water pollution in Boston harbor and to the redevelop-
ment of the Boston harbor waterfront. Said commission shall consider
sources of Boston harbor pollution, the implementation of a program
of pollution abatement and the redevelopment of waterfront land
Said commission shall coordinate its efforts with the department ot
natural resources for the development of a conservation and recreation
program for the islands of Boston harbor. Said commission shall sug-
rvooi moire ami mfms fnr the financing of such developments. Said com-gest ways and means for the financin

mission may accept and expend gifts and grants of mone\r from the fed-
ir private source. Said coreral government or any other public

contracts With anmay enter into cooperative agreeme
of the commonwealth or its politic ,1 subdivisions, including

i expenditure of federal and otherplanning districts for the receipt ar
grants and gifts, and for professiona ces, clerical and other servi

and supplies in connection therewith.
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the general court the results of its investigation and study, and its

recommendations, if any, together with drafts of legislation neces;

to carry such recommendations into effect by filing the same with

clerk of the house of representatives on or before the last Wednei
of December, nineteen hundred and seventy-one.

Approved August lu ) Itf/

Chap. 1. Resolve reviving and continuing certain speciai

;OMMISSIONS

Resolved, That the special commission established under the pro-
visions of chapters sixty-five and eighty-eight of the resolves ot
nineteen hundred and sixty-five, one hundred and sixty-two and one
hundred and sixty-four of the resolves of nineteen hundred and sixty-

seven, ninety-seven of the resolves of nineteen hundred and sixty-

eight, fifty-seven, seventy-seven and ninety-seven of the resolves ot

nineteen hundred and sixty-nine, nineteen, fifty-seven, sixty-three and
seventy-one of the resolves of nineteen hundred and seventy, twelve,
eighteen, twenty-three, twenty-seven, thirty-one, thirty-six, forty-one

xty-three, sixty-four, sixty-nineforty-four, fifty-nine, sixty-one, sixty-three, sixty-iour sixiy-mue

seventy-three and seventy-eight of the resolves of nineteen hund
seventy

ity-one are hereby revived and continuedand seventy-one are nereny revivea auu ,

Chanters seventy-nine of the resolves of nineteen hundred andv

nm
ne seventv-two and seventy-nine of the resolves ot m

v-one are hereby further continued ur
a the current yean

Approved F•
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Th CHAIRMAN. I'd like to call the hearing to

order and welcome you to the first hearing of the Special

Legislative Commission on Boston Harbor Pollution. The

story of Boston Harbor can at best be described as a tragedy

:s dying while government officials and other well

entloned leaders who pay tribute to It, ponder and employ

remedies which not only serve to prolong, but, In fac

add mlng agony

The question before us is no longer "Can Bosto

e saved?" It has come to the point where we must

seriously ask "W te

he history of its degradation, not unT

where, is a disgusting commentary on publla

ee

w’r

we would onlv apply Just one more dose ofwe

iesmte the continued assurances and mlsrepresentatlo
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reservoirs.

This first hearing will look at the cumulative

effects and alternatives for correcting this tragic

condition which may have already caused considerable

irreversible damage to this precious resource. We are

on a course which may in the end kill this harbor as we

witnessed the death of Lake Erie

To advise us as to the seriousness of this problem

our first witness is Professor Guy McLeod, Director of

Ressearch, New England Aquarium and Professor of Biology

at Boston University, who in his professional capacity has

extensively studied the impact of pollution on Boston

Harbor. Professor McLeod knows more about the condition

of the harbor than any man in and out of government

PROFESSOR GUY MeLEO

iave a preparedtank you.

statement which I think I will summarize and paraphrai

jer to be concise in my remarks

on Harbor and its adjacent waters present wa

uality problems similar to many receiving waters adjac

righly-urbanized areas. These waters also typify theto hi e-hlv-urbanlzed areas. These waters also rypny

rently face management schemessevere difficulties whi

Professor McLEOD. T
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The cost of water treatment has been h •hee

topically characterise by crisis management, Wolmar

article in Science alculated the sewerage treat

osal costs for the H iSon River cities and New

York city from 1930 to Igi llion dollars, Dest

this enormous expenditure nds the dissolved oxygen

ir lower river reache id in the harbor has not cha

at this point whether

a

since 1930. It is not clea

laintenance of the dissolved gen level is a blologlca

threshold effect or whe ewerage abatement dure

oly balanced pollutiha on gc

We ought to learn by

■e carefully the decision

our mistakes. We must de

ontext. When we ask, fo:

treatment really going to

ons. Let me list these

example, what is a secondary

1in an area we pose four que t

questions.

ources of waste and pollutiFirst, what are the

into the harbor system? Second, what is the projected

growth of the core city as well as those towns serviced 1
the M.D.C.? Third, what are the controls in the system

and at what cost can we respond to these controls? And

finally, what are the uncertainties of responses to

dec isions ?
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500 to 1300 ppm. They showed lead contents of 200 to

695 PPm and mercury contents from 1.5 to 5-7 ppm. Current

standards shows that zinc has a current standard of 50 ppm;

lead 50 ppm and mercury half a per cent parts per million.

Therefore, the metal determination of the sludge in the

Boston Harbor show metal contents substantially higher thar

any state or federal standard

Now the present practice Is to flush possibly

?80,000 pounds per day of solid material into the harbo

One would assume that this material entering Into the water

lushed out the Mass. Bay, but, in fact, thewoul

material is not all dissipated into the Mass. Bay, but as

received from our data we have evidence of sediment concent

tion around the harbor island and other parts of the harbo

According to the M.D.C. report in 1985 with increased

effluent we will be charged with disposal of 380,000 pou

)f material per day

ider the secondary treatment on this tota

solid load I think there is confusion in the people's mindsR

sewerageas to the effel ■y treatmeseconds

It's important to remember that in secondary treatment the

olids are reduced. However, the red

Areat



ake o ial figure

!s per day the projected growth of thepounds per day the projected growth of the M.D.C

efand an effluent discharge in the system of 520,000,00C
■ns per day the suspended solid waste load per dav w■y

N .y wi

atment in loads can be reduced to 380,000 pounds

per day. With secondary treatment this load would tbe

Ed to llu,ooo pounds per day. However, once secondary>

atment is effective you have reduced the total suIe
e

urn y la You haveDunds
>

iased the total solid d

timate of cur-reA trucking this material

Vpr Tjt from the Deer Island plant means that you would p

100.00 a day for disposal of the solid material.

are several uncertainties which must be

determined before we can estimate the response of the

a ollutantecosystem to waste an harge or ever

tdiet the consequences of alternative sewerage treat

First, we do not know the dispersion, accumulat

'ects of sludge discharge into the hart We have

'ements of total metal concentration of waste oil ofleasu

dy and dramatic Increase to a total sediment anda stea

ludge in the harbor as well as evidence of decreased
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Right, yes.Professor McLEOD.

Representative FRYE, We are not talking about

polluters, we are talking about people who pour waste 1 o

ervlces, is that what we a ■ethe sewers which the M.D.C

talking about?

cannot Identify or have an

,gs such as runoff of sewe ;eaccurate estimate on some th

of thing. The only way winto the rivers and that so

look at the sludge ofcan Identify the source

M.D

When you talked aboute PRYReprese

nolluters in violation of laws are there regulationn violation of

iae in what they cana c ora

within the Boston M.D.C. service or are we talking ae

hat theaw as

into the harbor through physical facil

Professor McLEOD. It's only been very rec

iave had a refuse act that prohibits dump

there is any law that
water

large of a commercial enterprise whether
Pi

tit be a

ewe

essor MULVEY. Professor McLeod, do yo

Professor McLEOD. We
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the harbor now biologically dead?

ofessor McLEOD. Let's put it this way. Tt

sediment at the bottom of the harbor has a very limited

population.

Professor MULVEY. There are in the report of the

M.D.C. on Page 1 under "Conclusions" the first conclusion

ates its present practice of discharging digested sludge

into the Boston Harbor does not pose an immediate serious

threat to the present use o the water. However, thl

method of sludge disposal is environmentally undesirable

question the te oes not pose an immediate

uses of the water"serious threat to the presen

it me put it this way. On

in a fashion that it 1can Interpret this statement

probably true if you look at the current water quallt

standards. The discharge of sludge has not affected those

standards. You are within the standards in the water

color Itself and in the water itself. You are within the

standard as to forming bacteria or nitrates and phosphates.

However, If you look at the bottom sediments you have

exceeded those standards both in terras of oil, in terms

of trace metal. In terms of animal environment. So that

statement if you look at only the water is probably correct

Professor McLEOD. L

ogy
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The CHAIRMAN. So it does not all go out to sea >

does it?

Professor McLEOD. Not all of It goes out to sea.

You have had a long history of sewerage discharge here.

The CHAIRMAN. If we follow the course that we seem

to be on

Professor McLEOD. You will get a progressive

buildup.

The CHAIRMAN. Pardon?

Professor McLEOD. You will get a progressive

buildup of the sediments of the sludge, and you have a

collected mixture of the waste oils, of metals, of chlorinate'

hydrocarbons.

The CHAIRMAN. On the question of secondary treatment

one last question on that. Doctor. Do you know whether in

fact the secondary treatment removes viruses, human viruses,

the secondary treatment?

Professor McLEOD. No, probably not, because there

are both filterable and not filterable viruses. Some of

the viruses will go into the solid. There are others that

may not be affected. I don't have any good information on

this particular question.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any other questions from
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the Commlss

lepresentatlve FRYE. Mr. Chairman, I know we are

concentrating on the M.D.C. facilities, but as a representa

tlve and as a citizen who is concerned is it not true that

there are other sources of pollution that we haven't up to

this point stopped such as private pollution going directly

into the harbor and also on the overflow which I mentioned?

I have also been told that our Boston sewer system storm

drains and the washout, that we have so much hot top in our

reas that it adds tremendously to the pollution say in the

harles River. And isn't the Charles River another problem

hat would help you solve this problem or are we concentrating

only on the sewerage disposal facility in the M.D.C.?

The CHAIRMAN. I think that amounts to 2% of the

total

ommissioner SEARS. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to

apologize to you. I was with the Environmental Protection

Agency this morning and was late getting here. I wonder

if Professor McLeod can distinguish between the plume of the

sludge outlet of Deer Island and the sludge outlet of Nut

Island?

Commissioner SEARS. You cannot be that sure that

Professor McLEOD. I cannot, no
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Professor McLEOD. If it continues to build up

and create an anaerobic condition on the bottom of the harbor'

The CHAIRMAN, Describe what you mean by that

c onditlon?

Professor McLEOD. In other words, there will not be

in the bottom of the harbor very varied organisms.

The CHAIRMAN. How much of it goes out to sea and

how much stays in the harbor?

Professor McLEOD. Estimates on the outgoing tide

is that 20$ is in the haroor anyway.

The CHAIRMAN, 20$ ?

Professor McLEOD. I think so. However, I haven'

made any good measurements of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Has the M.D.C. measured it?

Commissioner SEARS. I would very much like,

Mr. Chairman, to give you a better estimate and I can at a

later point in the hearing, because there are some people

here at the meeting that can give you a technical answer t

that.

Mr. Chairman, I hope you will gavel me down if I am

misusing my status as a member. I am not here to make any

speeches, but you have shown the public clearly that you

Intend to try to work out solutions to the problem. And,
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therefore, I'd Just like to put the proceedings in perhaps

the proper cast to say that the M.D.C. would be fanatically

in favor of getting that sludge off the bottom of the harbor.

The problem is that there is a very great deal of it.

It has to go somewhere. If you incinerate it you have a

problem of disposing of gas.

cart it off you have to put it

objects to that. So that the

there where.

If you put it in a truck and

in someone's dump and everyone

real question is that if not

The CHAIRMAN. That is exactly why we have you here

today. Commissioner, because we have with us a second expert

who has another suggestion other than the Boston Harbor for

the disposal for the sludge, and I believe that we have

reached the time when we might call upon him. I want to

thank Professor McLeod very much for your testimony. It's

been very helpful.

We have Dr. Jack Scheaffer who is presently the

Scientific Advisor to the Secretary of the Army. He is

a pioneer in the field of the land disposal method of

sewerage treatment. He is the father of the Muskegon

County Project in Michigan which is one of the major break-

throughs in sewerage treatment. We are honored.

Dr. Scheaffer, to have you with us this morning. May I ask





interacting
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system

The second principle stems from the first and that

ystem is closed, and we have

we are not going to throw any-

1s that this environmental

to face up to the fact that

thing away.

We can relocate it. We can attempt to change its

form, but we are not going to throw anything away. So

sewerage disposal is really a misnomer. We are not dl

posing of anything. We are simply relocatln

The third principle if we accept the fact that the

environment is a closed system is that pollutants are

potential resources out of place, they have become dis-

located in the environmental system. In fact if we accept

these principles we find that we have to adjust our thlnkln

with respect to sewerage disposal. However, as in many

cases it's very difficult t-

and put them into operation

take concepts and principles

n a planning framework. Thlir

i Muskegon County, Michigan,

ety of urban areas in the

is essentially what was done

and what is under way in a va

United States under the auspl

Army, the Corps of Engineers.

es of the Secretary of the

he Muskegon system operatesHere in essence is how

This is an area like any other urban area with a number
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1Sf land anwa fe

with tV water cause

ig wat an alterna 0

i a

waste water away from the clt e have concluded tha

least a hundred milesup it a

When the waste water reachestivebe economically competitive.

the selec geolo 1 ar hen receiving biological

eatment so we don't have o oecause this is somethingo:

out. After this treatmenwhich everyone is cone errerned a

.en putwaste tor-age. The reason forwa

putting it into storage is so that one need not irrigate

during t or during twinter periods of rainfall or

during th- of har time, so to speak. Theperiods

sewerage in Muskegon County i adequate to handle the waste

load for 151 days with no harge. The waste is then

disinfected and Irrigated o the land.

Here we have the question of aerosol effect which is

constantly brought up which in ray estimation is an improper

transfer of information. Aerosol effects have been related

to wind velocity, dew point and temperature, but in fact we

don't irrigate during the winter which 1s low temperature or



a ave storage

i e t

wind velocities. The question of aerosol effect is mnrtion ox aerosol effe

olvedrea

waste is applied to the land, and the land ac

ing filter nutrieras a he waste waters are

and viruses are removed and decomposed into simple proteir1 P

Heavy metals are ground up in the soil so what moves throughhat mo\

11 is the equivalent oth k

The question of waterlogging is addressed by insta

ing a draining system under the irrigated site so that the

table is always controlled. After monitoring thewater

that is available for re-use.water

After the Muskegon system was developed and resear

and demonstration undertaken a number of questions were

raised about the system. Perhaps I will anticipate some of

your questions. The first one was how effective is the

land system. A number of research projects have been

undertaken such as at Pennsylvania State University, t

Internment Station at Flushing Meadows, the University of

Idaho, Michigan State University, and in addition a large

R&D project on the Muskegon system in order to design it.

These efforts all showed that the system was effective in
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removing pollutants from the waste water. However, it

was necessary to verify these results before the Corps of

Engineers could actively move in the development of this

type of alternative. Therefore, the University of

Washington at Seattle and the CRREL Engineering

Lab at Hanover, New Hampshire, were both given Independent

tests to evaluate the effectiveness of the land treatment.

Both of these organizations have prepared extensive reports

on the effectiveness. This is prepared by the University

of Washington at Seattle. They maintain removal of

suspended solids ninety-nine plus, nitrogen eighty to

ninety, heavy metals ninety-nine, organic compounds ninety-

nine, viruses and bacteria ninety-nine, plus total dissolved

solids fifty to seventy-five and iron forty to fifty.

In terms of the CRREL Engineering Lab we set up as a

criteria for the goal of treatment to be the Public Health

Service drinking water quality standards which was most

severe. This made individuals realize that sometimes

;atlon water has to be purer than drinking water, tking water, bu

I will read just a few■ec onelu

entences is that product quality from land system opera

ons should approach drinking water standards. This i

believed to be a reasonable and attainable goal. I think
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more or less everyone accepted that land treatment was an

effective means of managing the waste water. In fact, the

House reports for the Bill, and I understand that most states

have said they support the House version, in the report It

says that if we are to achieve zero discharge of pollutants

we will have to manage the treated waste on the land. I

think many people that said they support the House Bill

should have read the report, because many of them don't

necessarily believe in land treatment of waste.

The next issue on the Muskegon system and on land

treatment in general was it cost too much. How can you

buy large tracts of land and tens of thousands of acres

near urban areas and do it at a reasonable competitive cost

Fortunately we need not debate

have been enough bids left in

with confidence approach a que

system has a capacity of 43.4

this issue, because there

he last year so that we can

;tlon of cost. The Muskegon

million gallons a day

11 be probably appro: imatel

eighty cents a gallon a day

Construction cost plus land w

- million dollars

installed

,e plant in Chicago was Just bid on. It's ar

advanced biological system activated sludge of chemical

treatment and filtration. It's a thirty million gallo
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day treatment which was built at 43.2 million dollaras built at 43.2 million doll

little over a dollar and forty a day installed

capacity. This is a complete system. Many times we play

games with our treatment plan

it this year and we come back

nd only build a part of

two or three years later for

chlgan we Just awarded a

;allon a day secondary plant

and treatment, and the cost

the other parts. Where in M:

■act for- a fifty millioj

with complete sludge handl

was six million dollars or a dollar and twenty cents a gallon

installed capacity. There have been a lot of comments

about the Muskegon costs. For example, on the letter that

was submitted it was pointed out that initially it was

estimated to cost eighteen million dollars and it will

probably cost forty million. However, that difference can

be readily dispelled for the initial eighteen million

dollar cost was for parts of th

the urban areas adjoining into

was eighteen million dollars fo

capacity or about seventy-eight

system and only half of

he regional system. So it

1 22.2 million gallons a day

cents a gallon installed

capacity, and this was estimated in 1969 when the bids were

awarded. In 1970 the actual cost was eighty cents because

obviously the volume of waste went up., Virtually every-

body accepts the fact that the Muskegon costs are valid since



een built, but th lalm that If you wen

larger system the cost would be extrapolated verylated

rapidly and so it would be a viable alternative for a large

R V

Thus the White House asked the gineers

o prepare a detailed cost estimate of land treatmen

the Chicago metropolitan area. The Chief of Engineersf of Engine'

übmltted this document to the White House, and perhaps y■hi

have seen it. They have sent it to the Public Work

ommittee and reproduced it as a committee print, bu

his study using 2,3 billion gallons a day of waste water,

one of the largest waste water flows in the country, it wa

ound that in land treatment the capital cost would be

two billion dollars. In other words, the primary ar

secondary the capital cost would be 3.6 billion dollars

and the physical chemical at a cost would be three billion

dollars. These costs were all Justified in a cost anne:

and were all billed up from actual bids. They have been

carefully scrutinized and no one has discredited them

In terms of operating costs the same figures were or the

same order of figures were developed: Nine cents per

thousand gallons of waste treated for the land system,

twenty-five cents per thousand gallons for the physical
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chemical and twenty-six cents per thousand gallons for the

advanced biological. With that many people except that

pernaps there is not a dis-economy of scale.

So then the argument shifts to social impacts.

Look how disruptive a land system would be because many

acres of land would have to be used. There are a number

ways one can approach this question. One is in terms

of how many families would be dislocated. If, in fact,

we were to buy all the land necessary to manage all the

in the United States and move everybody off the land

actually it would only require about seven and a hal

illlon acres for the entire waste flow In the United States

his is less than Vfo of the land we now harvest for crops,

and if we assume that the average farm size was 160 acres,

uld avera he Unitedoaan

States, we'd have to relocate about fifty thousand families

all of the waste out of the water. And in a five-

iads relocated 103,00ea u

absolutely no concern about this great social

Eruption, and with the Uniform Relocation Act I think wen, and with

:an relocat which is Just and with aa

urn am

Ms of taking the productive use out of the land

iar
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treatment of waste doesn't take any land out of production.

The land continues as agricultural land. The only thing

is it's more productive, it produces more because we change

the method of Irrigation of watering and the method of

fertilization. There are many examples of land treatment

systems where one can see ten and eleven harvestings whereas

before the land treatment there was a production of three

harvests,

Another question raised about land treatment is the

long-term effects; you are going to build up heavy metal;

the land is going to become non-productive. I returned or

Monday from Melbourne, Australia where they have a large

land treatment system of 26,000 acres. They have been

he type of program we are

a showplace. The Congress-

irrigating raw sewerage, not

proposing, since 1893. It'

men who were there didn't believe it. The Major General

from the Army couldn't believe it. It was seeded in 189

and the original grass is still growing. It is heavily

grazed with animals of cattle and sheep. We examined th

soil, took tests for heavy metals. The soil is very

oroductlve. The heavy metals dissipated through the reglo

so as to be not affecting either the soil productivity o

the Diants or the animals. In fact, very careful recon



pt on the animals show a rate of rejection to be hal

that of animals that are sold for meat supply in Australia

In terms of human health people work in the system. Ir

fact, people live in the farm and the health records show

no effect. In fact, the Hahneman Medical College and

Hospital in Philadelphia Just prepared a report, and it

concluded that properly treated waste on the land is far

less hazardous from a communicative disease viewpoint tha

to put them in water.

ant aspects of land treat-I think on he impo

provides to incorporate

In the Muskegon projec

ment is the opport t

other activity in a single sit

six uses are going to be made of this land. First, the

land is going to provide certain treatments which I think

is accepted by all. The solids after they have been

removed in the treatment process can be used on the land a

a soil conditioner and fertilizer. In other words, the

county is going to put all of its solid waste and garbage

on this same site because with the ground water conditions

controlled any leaching from the solid waste and garbage

can be collected and given treatment. Fourthly, the land

still continues as agricultural land and produces crops.

Fifthly, remember I said we put the waste in storage for



lar p. a ay

and these la 'PRP■p erve as a cooling pointO

a cooli laa pow the details are

being worked it no’ The benefits are beneficial

■th to the power Industry and to the system. The heat

from -Mie power plant stimulates further plant growtt

farm or the land treatment system provides zero populatlystem pro-

aroun asln can serve as a

acili)ling facility for the power plant and secondly the plant

also serves as an open space recreational area. It was

quite dramatic in Melbourne to see that the so-called sewe

farm was the wild life sanct

In fact, when we develop such land treatment syste

we do a number of things. First of all we shift sewerage

treatment from a single purpose to a multi-purpose activity.

Secondly, we shift from disposal t management and use

And thirdly, we shift from a subsidy to a public investmer

In fact, based on the Chicag tudy we could link thepower

plants and sewerage treatment and land in a land system,

and we could achieve water at no cost. Well, with that

statement I think we can conclude that based on the evidence

which we have been able to assemble we can have confidence

in the effectiveness of land treatment. We can conclude

i
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that It's competitive in terms of cost. It has been

demonstrated to be a long-term solution, and it brings the

added flexibility of additional opportunity and also the

ability to change if a better technology is developed,

because if we develop land systems and somebody does develop

a better system of sewerage treatment what do we lose but

a pumping station and pipe line. We have a large farm

with lakes which can serve other purposes and with good

irrigation systems and drainage, in other words, a very

high salvage value.

I'd like to read an amendment to the House Bill

which passed 250 to 130, because this more or less points

out what I am talking about. The administrators shall

encourage waste treatment management which results in the

onstruction of revenue-producing facilities providing for

, the recycling of sewerage pollutants through th

production... Paragraph tw0.... Paragraph 3, the recycll

of waste water. Paragraph four, the ultimate disposal o

sludge in a manner that will not result in environmental

hazards. The administration shall encourage waste treat

ment management which results in an integrating facility

tying sewerage treatment and recycling with facilities to

fno<sfmonf cnnH h nf nrl 11 13 i T 1 z r othpr i ndnst ri 1 find
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municipal wastes including but not limited to solid wastes

and waste heat and material. Actual discharges such as

integrated facilities shall be designed and operated to

produce revenues in excess of capital and operation and

maintenance costs, and such revenues shall be used by the

designated regional management agency to aid In financing

other environmental improvements.

The administration shall encourage the waste treat-

ment management, which combines operation and recreational

onsiderations, with such managemer

So in terms of land treatment It appears that some

people in Congress anyway are thinking along the lines of

ilng which manages rather thar

ias the potential to produce

multi-purpose planning, plan:

disposes and planning which

revenue.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Sc eaffer, we thank you very

ould lust like to address amuch for your testimony. I

ust say that you have comefew questions to you. May

lassac husealong at a very opportune tin , because her

urther comm:we may very shortly be call upon

of what is supposed to prove:selves to secondary treatmer

oston Harbor,ludge from being discharge o

Imony today that thiswe have already heard tes
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;all or

Boston Land Disposal Study that you are familiar with, si

.at e drav

osal systeRR 'ea

t

ouestion, and in the Department of the Army we are very mu)

erned about the failure to consider all alternatives.

Where it's a choice of alternatives that is somethjmethlng which

always reserved for the local units pf government

Certainly the Department of the Army is not suggesting any
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;agemerabeyance? Have you received any kir

Massachusetts to make further inq

project it's continually reviewed. It's a llttl

efrom most agencies, and at each step

to return back to Congress and say this is what we have

ione, here Is what we expect to do, and we lay out the plan

of the studies. The Boston Merrimack was one

five studies that the Army planned. The other four studies

xl

Dr, SCHEAFFER, Well, when the Army v
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are proceeding, but in the Boston area when they went back

udy investigation the House didn't grant the fundsor

and the study automatically stopped. So thatat this

is the condition in the Merrimack?Boston area, but it's kind

of interesting because although five started has

ow in it and the President has added another twelve s

all these alternatives are being developed ar oe con

he CHAIRMAN. You say you have studied the Merrl

scHi

la woul

a

sewera

e look



drainage. We are using the system of tunnels to conveyng

he waste from Chicago to the area where the waste woul

e treated and applied to the land. Now Boston is one

le few sites in the United States which have embarked

upon the same type of tunnel drainage programs so I woul

ssume that it would be the same type of conveyance.

ler words, one would use a mechanical pole arrow a

nel in the rock and convey the waste in the water

.ere thejunnel, and when it got o f

umo 1 eahflanage

;etnice th

15 fhigh velocity in the tunnel

’.a.arrat

sewe

arack started?

Qi k
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w here

at

at aturated

waste wat h about 18 Inches. It wa

/ery tight and the water Just couldn't penetrate in.

ved horizontally and came out in the drainage di

feet is what we make certain is available and which woul

al at

sioner Sears,MA

assureestlon ar

ewerage and water people'fia

because it seems that the sewerage peop e probabl

taking away most of our fresh water and dumping it into the
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Scheaffer aa

and helpful witness. He mer

figure of sever■lved here entior

use nothing biIf we attendlllon a

reatment fromdisposal and leave secondary qual

United States that is larger, Mr. Chairman, than the

this



ommonwealth of Massachusett

The CHAIRMAN. I think you Juggled a few

One is you took a national figure for the entire

■y. In other words, all the waste

States.

immissloner SEARS. I didn't juggle

The CHAIRMAN. That is seven million, five hundreden million, five hundred

usand acres which obviously is m mmonwea

assachus k you wer

wast e

Commissioner SEARS. Neither do I, and I wasras

1

er wa

ia
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we know how to deslg

ommissioner SEARS. I don't think that I am trying

Juggle anything. lam trying to get at some data her

he Muskegon system is separated or combined?

SCHEAPFER. It's a system which is suppose'

■ar-ated Ac

nissloner SEARS. You see, Mr. Chairman, a gre.omm

d, adeal of ou zIK

apu

wd

o ti-rv dav if vou sav that the capacity of Dee

da

talki
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Dr. SCHEAFFER. Well, if you had five hundred mllllo.
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Dr. SCHEAFFER. I don't know what you can do here.

I am giving you the unit cost to Chicago and what it includes

In other words, it's the total solution. In other wor i s

he White House asks us what is it really going t

iot what do you get by for three years or five years ar

add to it, and you can't say well the sludgeha

naybe we will put ean or

3s, alle

>n

w

a aw

e

ar



his land disposal methodserious kind of consideration to this

of ridding ourselves of this sewerage. It seems it takes

of treatment. And it's mya very, very curso

understanding, and I am sympathetic, that in most places

don't have the engineers to R&D and analyze itwe

he story here, but it seemsI don't know whether that is

and I amas though we in Massachusetts uggestlng wt

has to be blamed, but we areis at fault or whether any

re with a continuation ofsaddling ourselves more

Secondly we have a veryyur

We have our two systems atavorable of approa

i sy wtem and our ecologieswar with ea er, our huma

ust see:at war with eac

ave a reasonablwe hear D leaffer we

f seapproach now and it waow a

,e M udge rep

halrman, I thir

se

lals. It's a report to a buness

me

onol rrm

unnele
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was written, Mr. Chairman, ant

th you more In your anxiety to clean up the har iV

I believe my role would be at the moment is simply to showe mv role would he at the moment

that the options are not easy, that If you pro- at

Scheaffer ng treatment to itare fo

do need some 200,000 acres in Massachusetts ttan
J

agricultural land in the Commonweascarcely that

What a differe here Is between this and the mid-

estern states. We would have to use all of the

arks and reservations. So that If Dr. Scheaffer prove;

to be right I will be pleased, but the suggestion, he mak |R

as to land that we do not have
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ISC heap:

'thing useful,ewer

at it as a nutrient. River water which has an e

asewerap

iches of this on a farm this is glvin, man r

enee fertilizer an acre a year. It

that you are trying to get rid of. It's somet

ou want to use and use it beneficially. And I think; thathinl<

is the whole Idea. Pollutants are potential resources.

and we have got to stop trying to get rid of them and

throwing them away. This is something valuable and we cou
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a

a

■scribed use the soil effectively so that the water would

e free of any heavy metals or any of the viruses so that

e would then have a continuous cycle? So that what you

that we would Just not be displacing but we would

returning in and perhaps the major thing we are returnl

Duld be used for game. Weis a forest area wh:

this part of tlay have other recreational area

i'amlliar with whether this areaa

uitable?

11 c one ec

at line is the sort of thing which we are work!l

o

avaas inswa

Wat set

eore, A r

-i

ee
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ically unfeasible. Obviously we brought It a couplh

and we can take it ba v

o

e FRYE 3 to sa

ar a

5a ewerage wheth a

refined perhaps. In the old days we were talking about

Japanese having been doing this for years, and ever

horrified with their vegetable gardens. Thl

ourse, is in a more crude way. The septic tank and the

cesspools are land disposals, and now we are suggesting

rat instead of putting it into the ocean that we bring it

ack in the land. I think it's an exciting idea. But

my question is what do we do with our present facllltl

Ir r words, the M.D.C. spends millions of dollars

pumping through the tunnel o Deer Island, and now you

suggest that we start moving it back to Lexington which ha

great gardens and so forth. It's an interesting concept



low. Are we talking a

are we talking about Implementing pra

eas

taps ru

a

stAI

i

ew■s

et them stay there and then

rned airaha

ive mistakesognihe great er

and saying well, we were wrong, we embarked upon the

were going to say anyT
wrong approach. In fact, i

sure thatfor the record today I woul an

iat it said about the M.D.C.matterforget to say

naving taken for granted audge report I regard it as

inuatlon of what has been going on and Just building i

up and building it up. We have already heard from one

expert on Boston Harbor who had to answer that we are

fact increasing the problem. You may rest assured tha

most of it ends up very, very close to my own precious

district, South Boston. So I am very unfortunate, but again



I am taking I thinka very broad approach. he and

llsposal idea that Dr. Scheaffer has suggested from all

ind out here has never been seriously considered.

It's rejected, but It has not been seriously considered

SEARS. Mr. Chairman, I am hopingDmmlssl

efore we finish we will be given a chance to answer.

T like to draw your attention to Page

figures on the cost of transportation to land disposa

New York City and in San Diego in a study m;udy made by the

Environmental QualityDur

n Page 21 in the report it shows that home we

as done. But to answer one of my colleagues, I 1.SWE

Y.at

:W tOW
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doomed and there is nothing we can1 nthat the harbor

about It, is that what you are saying?

ler SEARS. I am Just as much in favor asimm

■re in savins

CHAIRMAN. Can you tell us something ab h

the Connecticut River asnging the water

has been suggested';

er SEARS. The cos u

ormous amount, about fifty million. What appeal11

is your awareness of t that we car•y

ually recycle to the point of having sewer waste be' e

oart of it, and the M.D.C. agrees there is a studyit. and the M.D.C. aerees there is a

agency

fty millhe CHA y

iollar expen

he bac y

YesS SEAf

It's caIV A

a large loss. We are causing mis

ssi oner SE

s t o sw

oart
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1 ance, wha

.vater

heavy rainst

will take one at a

heaf aat are ore awesome

Ac eri ■net 1a ones that we are abo

to take on ourselves. Do you

SEARS ect, I agree.

:a have frighten

. SCHEAFPSR. Someone said it looks like

are going back good old days of septic tanks

nk what the Chinese said was that you laugh at us

ecause we put our sewerage on the land; we laugh at you

ecause you put it in your drinking water. I think if i had
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my choice I'd prefer to have it on the land. I think In

terms of the land and the changing of life style I think

this depends upon how well you

ever said that you should take

location. In Muskegon there's

to me In the Boston area you'd

want to plan. I don't think I

all of the waste to a single

two locations. It would seem

probably go in three direc-

tions, You'd be splitting It up so maybe you'd be talking

about 30,000 acres there and 30,000 acres here and 30,000

acres In another location.

In terms of moving people, we have got a study underway

right now. An alternative to moving people Is allowing the

people to reside on the farms and simply changing the method

of irrigation and drainage so you can operate the system.

The farm then is getting a real benefit and the capital

cost of the system Is greatly reduced also because you are

not buying the land. So you can work out these arrange-

ments. I was amazed in Melbourne that there was housing

all through the system, and the system's been there for

a hundred years. And so now you have those choices,

I am not saying you use land treatment. We don't say that

in the Army at all. We say you should work out each

alternative and then comparelt In terms of Its cost, In
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terms of its environmental effect and compare it. In

other words, make your decisions as to wnat you are going to

do In terms of your Investment that you have made.

What I didn't Include is that in the detail of

Muskegon that included money to buy all of the old systems,

taking them down and redevelopment of the urban waterfront.

You go along the waterfront now and some places have water

sewerage plants on them. I am wondering whether there

isn't better use of that land, because shore land is pretty

scarce

The CHAIRMAN. I don't see how we can go on record

as favoring the approach that we are now providing.

ommlssioner SEARS. At the time I couldn't get

17,000.00 to do the Job

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Dr, Scheaffer, we do very much

-eciate your coming here today. Are there any further-

questions from the Commission?

presentative HART. How would you store the water

for the winter when it freeze

SCHEAFFER. Well, in Muskegon they have planned

as some of you were suggesting so that the reservoir is

built up so that there is a 15-foot high duct that in essence

Anencircles the 1700 a the way the system operates
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t n. And then thea ere6 1

feet of flow. In Muskeg: e eve t

nsfers so there wouldn'ter

tor. We designed a ep aeration with areas on eac

aerat edof the surface ir is alwathe

under control for they of storage

Representative HAR' Have all been incl

)r. SCHEAPPER. Oh, es, in other words what we

actually• you oug: study the Chicago study, bee

■nly did we put all y rledata e

all to recerr .at we have great confidencetIQ

our costs. Now you can pulate th osts and ti:

certain things ou terns. You can say well Ihe s

oing to design al chemical 1system withly phys

ill leave that out of thcapacity, in other words, I

system. Well then it reduces the capacity of the system

We feel confident people have been studying the cost and

nobody's discredited it.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you think there is a need for u

to urge the Congress to continue this study of the Boston

area?

Dr. SCHEAPPER. Well, I feel if you want to have

bll
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tives developed, which you can then employ, this isalternatives developed, which yoes develoned. which vou can th

one of the best ways to do it. In fact, in the areas

have worked in this is the first time tha really

arefally considered alternatives. They are generally

dismissed, you can't get enough land, look at all of thi

people you are going to dlslo< ate, it costs too much,

believe you will ever getThe CHAIRMAN. I don'

that from Massachusetts.

Dr. SCHEAFFER. There was a report that said it

would cost $150,000,000.00. The bid was about thirty-on

plus the land.

Ie CHAIRMAN. You may be;assured, Doctor, that

our Congressmen will hear from us and at least some of us

are anxious to have the study revived, and our Congression

delegation with the Governor when he favors further study

at a Congressional level, Federal level, and there are

many of us interested in what you have said. So we are

going to be approaching our Congressional delegation to

revive the study. Thank you very much.

Commissioner SEARS. We are going to, too,

Mr, Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Our next speaker is Mr. David R,

Zwlck. Mr, Zwick is presently an associate of Ralph Nader
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in Washington, D. C. He Is the author of the Nader report

on water pollution entitled "Water Waste Land". By the

way, Mr. Zwlck, your book has been helpful to me and I

would recommend It to anyone who is genuinely interested

in learning why our water pollution efforts in this country

have been a miserable failure We are pleased that you

could be with us.

DAVID R. ZWICK

Mr, ZWICK. I thank the Commission for the

invitation to appear before you

I would like to focus my prepared remarks on two

aspects of the water pollution problem on both a national

and local basis that are Just beginning to get the kind of

attention they have long deserved. The first is the impact

water pollution has on the quality of our drinking water.

The water bodies from which we extract this most important

foodstuff are often the same ones that our polluters have

pressed into duty as their private commodes. Many of the

contaminants, particularly Industry's exotic arrays of

polluting substances, are not removed by the drinking water

treatment technology now being used across the country.

A nationwide drinking water survey released in July, 1970

by the Department of HEW's Bureau of Water Hygiene revealed
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that 30$ of the water samples taken at consumers' taps

contained quantities of chemicals exceeding limits recommended

by the United States Public Health Service.

An example close to home of a dangerous contaminant

infiltrating its way through the consumers' tap is the

discovery revealed by the Federal Environmental Protection

Agency in April, 1972 of viruses in the "properly treated"

drinking water of Billerica and Lawrence, Massachusetts.

The viruses that were found are capable of causing respiratory

and heart diseases, non-bacterial meningitis, muscular

paralysis, hepatitis, diarrhea, vomiting and flu. The

water purification systems In both these cities are of

superior quality to those used throughout most of the United

States. In similar fashion heavy metals, pesticides and

numerous other dangerous substances are evading our

drinking water treatment technology and making their way

into the water we drink.

Any plans for working to solve the water pollution

problem must take into account the Importance from the

drinking water safety standpoint of keeping harmful

contaminants from entering our lakes, bays and streams in

the first place to the greatest extent possible. Second,

the public is Just beginning to appreciate the degree to
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ary engineering profession, which has always bee

at t:p\ y

1

and at devising more efficient wa

3 Rr

waX

aolants the engineers have developed the

as a certain assimilative capacity, a capaca

lading a certain amount of wastes before the water be

3 assault the human senses and wipe out aquatic life

as more knowledge about our environment continues tr

discovering Is that theecome available, what we are

called assimilative capacity of our water bodies is a grea

ealeal less than we thougl ce awas

the serious effects of pollutants in our tidal estuarine

areas, where many of them ultimately end up. It's estlmat11

hat some 60% of all commercial species of fish, and as mu

as 100io of sport species of fish, spend some portion of th

ifetime in these sensitive estuarine areas so what we are

learning is that the environment is more complex and more

sensitive than we had believed before.
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But the traditional wisdom of the pollution control

rofession dies hard, and in local areas across the countryo

ally find pollution control agencies opposing truly

andards a ecologically sound waste disposal

yplcal response of these agencies Is tolo:

hat we ought have th e tough standards in 2000 or

ut not right now; this The pollutlos

oilers have a heavy stake as a result of their training

and n a vested financial interesong career wo

•nventlonal primary, secondary and tertiary technological

tme.

lar from acting as a counterweight to this short

sighted bias in favor of technological treatment systems,

the federal EPA suffers from its own well-developed caseers fror

ord has 1 in one of resistance to theivopla. Its re

major changes that are needed. EPA has, for example.

nade numerous formal and informal attempts to get the

top even studying the feasi-Army Corps of Engineers to

lllty of land disposal methodology as an alternative

method of handling metropolitan waste problems. This

Includes a letter from the EPA Administrator, William

Ruckleshaus last October asking the Secretary of the Army

that the studies be discontinued
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es

e

The CHAIRMAN. Did he give a reason that you are

aware of?

Mr. ZWICK. Yes, the reason was, In essence, that

that land treatment would run counter to existing plans

or sewerage control in local and state areas. In other

change from the way we do

Is what we really need, at

words, It would he a dramatic

things now, which, of course,

least in my opinion.

A good example of this predictable bias in favor of

response of the Nixontechnological treatment is th

administration to the Water P llution Control Bill passed

he Muskie Bill, which

eliminating all dischargesestablished a national goa

of pollutants into the waterways from point sources by 1981
f pollutants policy is aimed

the beneficial re-use of wast

The Senate's "No discharge"

at stimulating recycling an

nistratlon's polld waste water. But the A

ontrol apparatus, the En- inmental Protective Agency,

ital Quality, has not yet

>wn expertise. EPA and CEQ

and the Council on Envlronmer

escaped the confines of its c
are still thinking conventior treatment. Admlnlstratl

experts attacked the Senate's goal as prohibitively expens

predicting its achievement would cost the country an

the Senate last November
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Incredible three hundred and sixteen billion dollars, a

figure they arrived at by computing the cost of actually

distilling the entire nation's waste water volume. In

making this absurd calculation, the Administration completely

ignored available low-cost recycling methodology such as

land disposal, aquaculture, and industrial closed-loop

systems, which Dow Chemical now claims to be using to make

a profit from its pollution control.

So my main message to this Commission is to view with

skepticism the advice you may receive from local, state and

federal pollution control agencies to keep solving the

problem by building these massive technological treatment

plants. The breath of fresh air that is needed in water

ollution can come from Independent commissions such as this

one.

get the statds water pollution control program

aimed in the right direction, I have some recommendations

I would suggest first of all working towards state laws

and other state policies that give incentives to muni

of controlling theipalltles for doing a better Job

pollution, for doing a near per

be done is through grants. The

ect Job. One way this could

ommonwealth could pass a

law specifying that it would assume financial responsibility
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for a greater percentage of the cost of a sewage system

which eliminated waste discharges into the water than the

percentage it would pay e system still caused water

pollution. Thus, cities that

would pay less, since the sta

liminated their discharges

would pick up more of thei

his kind of a rewar would encourage cit do

better Job

Secondly, I would do omething like setting up a

priority scale, a very clea

first time -- and from now

srlty scale, so that for the

he decision makers decidingn

to build and spending cental

most effective environmental

amounts will have to do It th

'ay. When choosing between

alternative methods of waste disposal, the state agen

should be forced by the law

all discharges a first prior

kinds of systems a natural a

o make systems which ellmlnat

ty device give thos

make a departureantage

he state agency to come up withfrom that, the burden is on

y can't, or don't believe theycounteracting reasons why t

should require that all dis harges be eliminated.

Another advantage of enunciating a clear sta

policy in the water pollution area is that number one, you

do something that's not been done before and that is to

give some direction and guidance to the state agency.
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until now when they look at the problem of waste water

e problem of water pollution, they say, "Well, there

o state policy enunciating anything", and they slmpl

build another treatment plant. In other words. It doesn't

really go to the solution of the problem; they Just do what

they have done all along. The only policy in most places

is to "build a treatment plant", and I think that Is

probably the only policy in effect here.

Secondly, an advantage of enunciating a clear

priority and enunciating a goal, is that it gives the Legis-

lature for the first time a way to evaluate what they agency

doing. You can't really look at the agencies right now

and Judge whether they are doing a bad Job or a good Jo'

There are no real criteria to measure them

And finally I would suggest, because it is people tha

make decisions -- and no matter what types of things you do

it really often depends on who is making the decisions and

what kind of advice you are getting -- in declslon-makir

agencies you might require that there be a moratorium on

hiring new sanitary and civil engineers. Many state and

local laws actually require that the Chief of a pollution

control agency be an engineer; this requirement cuts off new

ideas in many cases, and it should be eliminated as a
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requirement for any policy-making positions. You might

provide that there be no expansion in your state pollution

control agencies in personnel, for the time being, except

in the following fields. Resource management, economists,

planners, behavioral sciences. The question of "should we

displace large numbers of people" is a serious problem.

Do we displace them here or there? It's not a question for

a civil engineer to deal with. We also need more soil

physicists, agronomists, plant pathologists, hydraulic

engineers, environmental geologists, microbiologists, and

many other disciplines not usually found working in pollution

control.

I would also recommend being alert to the possibility

of the federal government's EPA, which still apparently has

an axe to grind for more conventional ways of handling the

problem, using under-the-table threats and sanctions to

discourage use of non-tradltlonal methods of solving waste

problems. I would suggest setting up a procedure for

nvestigating complaints about such threats and sanctions

and for taking appropriate action. EPA has, for example,

construction grant money which it can grant, and I'd be alert

to the possibility thatthe grant money can stifle enlightened

solutions.
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And, lastly, in generating alternatives I would

suggest not looking to a single source for ideas. Look to

many sources. You might, for example, consider studies made

up of private citizens with academic backgrounds, perhaps

graduate students, under the Commission's Jurisdiction

studying alternatives and making criticisms of the alterna-

tives that the agencies are deciding on.

And additionally the public has to have a role

The public has to have a place from the beginning and on

through the process of deciding what to do. I would suggest

something like an "Impact" statement, like those which the

National Environmental Policy Act requires, which has to

spell out alternatives so every person can see them.

You are spending a lot of money -- certainly it's millions

of dollars -- and the public can see whether or not what

you are doing and the type of decision you are making is

wise. This statement should be explicit and fully docu-

mented so that if you have alternatives, a better alterna-

tive, it can be considered. The average Joe, if he takes

a real Interest in this, could come in and say "Walt a

second, hold up this project until we take a look at that

better alternative". Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Zwlck, for
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your testimony. I would like to ask you whether the

dialogue that you heard here today was familiar to you as

being typical?

Mr. ZWICK. It's easy enough to excuse that kind <

dialogue between non-experts in pollution control, on the

one hand, and someone like Dr. Scheaffer, for example, who h;

made an extensive amount of study in his area. And it's

predictable that that is the kind of discussion you'd get

from an engineer who's been working in an area all his

life doing one thing -- building treatment plants. The

typical consulting engineer's report, when you ask him for

alternatives, will say, "We will run the sewerage treatment

pipe out on 4th Street or 3th Street, you have to choose

between that," I think the real mistake is when the people

in policy-making positions do not recognize that because the

status quo has so much inertia, you really have to have

something to really shake that loose, something to give the

whole system a Jolt so that you take a look at alternative

solutions that are really operating under tremendous handi-

The CHAIRMAN. Did you have an opportunity to read

the M.D.C. report?

Mr, ZWICK. Yes, I did, sir

caps
.



fhe CHAIRMAN. Did you say it's an attempted stud01

about alternative methods of sludge disposal?

Mr. ZWICK. It's a study of alternative methods of

sludge disposal. I would take issue with their very easy

disposal of the land disposal alternative but by and large I

think that report is a fair Job particularly if -- as

Commissioner Sears Indicates it was done in response to

one very quickly. It looks,eed of getting something

to me like they fulfilled their

suggesting alternative methods

narrow way. But with respect t<

’e we actually going to solve tH

way, shape or form," my own imp:

force's vision must have gotten

harge, in the sense of

f sludge disposal, in a very

the larger question of

i pollution problem in any

■esslon is that the task

mired in the sludge that they

were trying to dispose of. Because there is a very inter-

esting statement here that is on Page 12; "Finally, it shoul

be noted that an alternative means of sludge disposal for the

Deer Island and Nut Island treatment plants will be a

massive undertaking. Therefore, the selection of a sludge

disposal method for the M.D.C. plants should Include careful

consideration of all future possibilities as well as exist-

ing technology." Well, the possibility that maybe we

shouldn't be dumping all this half-treated waste water into

our harbor at all, was never considered.
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The CHAIRMAN. No, that Is my criticism, too.

Mr. ZWICK, As you Indicated here earlier, this Is a

tremendously crucial Item here currently with the question

of, "How do we upgrade our treatment here?" Do we go to

secondary treatment or do we use something else. This

report glibly writes off by silence the possibility that we

should consider very strongly going to the total way of

handling the problem, not Just disposing of our sludge on

the land and still dumping these half-treated wastes in the

water.

Representative FRYE. Mr. Chairman, I don't want

the hearing this morning to close or to go any further

without indicating my interest and concern with cleaning

up Boston Harbor, because as you know I was on the Urban

Affairs Committee for a good many years, and my concern with

this matter has gone back a good many years, and I think

some of our questions I think may be misunderstood. We are

trying to be civilized advocates here to be sure that the

testimony is being treated in a practical way with political

and financial realities. I think it's ironic, Mr. Chairman,

that when I was a member of the Urban Affairs Committee

we spent a considerable amount of time Investigating why

the Deer Island facility was not open, why the delay, and
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Commissioner Whitmore was grilled rather repeatedly hy the

public and by our Committee. And, in effect, we were

almost in a position of asking him to resign because he had

not completed that tunnel in the facility in managing the

Deer Island facility. And it's ironic that as we finally

get it completed, and admittedly without the secondary

treatment plant, that there is testimony before us as to

what a mistake we made in building the thing in the first

place. And it just pains me that during all that delay

no one came forward as they did today, Mr. Chairman, and

said that they made a horrible mistake.

The CHAIRMAN. We also don't want to throw any good

money after bad.

Representative FRYE. That's very true since we

don't have any apparently.

Mr. ZWICK. Can I comment on that? You wouldn't want

ring land treatment -- or anyo get into the position of tu

hlng like secondary treatment

s a fair shake, and it is

better than many of the other

our wastes, and the same thing

other alternative -- into some

is now. Land treatment dese

easy to see that it looks a lo

we have been doing wltt

But along with the solving

lems is the more important

goes for some other alternative

of Boston Harbor's immediate pr
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ideration, I think, for- the long run of not getting intoh

he situation where you have a tlght-knlt professional grou

going unchallenged, Just going on without critical scrutiny

for a long period of time. You need some way of Institu-

tionalizing into the formal decision-making process, a way

f challenging, the traditional wisdom so that you dor

ind twenty years from now somebody saying --

Representative FRYE. It's like road building.

Mr. ZWICK. Yes.

Commissioner SEARS. I would like to be allowed to

make a few comments and ask Mr. Zwlck to comment on those.

It is hardly fair to expect of him that he knows the struc

ture in Massachusetts. I am not in the water quality

regulatory business. We are not the regular agency. We

are the guys in the wet suits. We are the guys who have

to put on the equipment and go down and swim and fix the

gate involved. Not the Commissioner, he has an elegantly-

heated office, but we are hearing talk about some pretty

plain Jokes. We are also talking about financial support

that comes not from the Commonwealth but rather from the

forty-three communities.

Deer Island, which cost a little more than fifty

million dollars, was reimbursed in federal funds up to

$730,000.00 so it is pretty much a local operation. The

other thing that you point to is I think indeed accurate
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'S

sewere work $500,000,00 of those funds will be allocated to

such a study would take two years. If, in fact, we collec-

tively feel that the M.D.C. cannot do better than this then

it's obvious that we are going to need the help of outsider!

to make this kind of study. I think I am calling upon you

really to answer the problem of a very pragmatic guy who

is struggling with a budget where the chief sewer engineer

has "been given the most drastic purse cut he's seen in 43

years, where we have begged to be able to hire environ-

mental engineers on Route 128 and have not been able to do

so. So we are repeatedly asking for planning funds and we

do not get them.

The CHAIRMAN. As Dr. Scheaffer testified earlier

today the Corps of Engineers is very happy to conduct a kl

of study that you are suggesting we allocate funds for.

Commissioner SEARS. I think our problem,

Mr. Chairman, is that we are not willing to put our money

where our mouths are.

The CHAIRMAN. The Corps of Engineers, Commissioner

was willing, is willing and so stands willing.

Commissioner SEARS. The M.D.C. is willing, but

4- Vo r-vwo (T-n/oiC!o Vioc! in q f 3n<3WPr>pH t*hp M D C. . f.hat; I~.hp nT*i f 6the Congress has Just answered the M.D.C. that tt

make these things happen right now we are not supplying6
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The CHAIRMAN. In fairness. Commissioner, at this

point we are attempting to stimulate the continued interest

by the Corps of Engineers through the Congressional delega-

tion here in Massachusetts. That doesn't cost any green

stuff. There is no requirement unless it means taking a

trip to Washington, I am not sure, but certainly no

heavy expenditures of funds was required when we were aware

that they were looking no further and studying no further.

This valuable study was going to be available to us. The

Corps of Engineers was going to conduct it. It wouldn't have

cost us. It's time for us to respond to the real question

of extensive study.

Commissioner SEARS, Certainly if the problem is

the Corps' ability to produce this sort of thing I am not

going to try to defend the Corps. I am simply telling you

what my agency has tried to do. My job is to try to make

this system work and to make progress, and I want you to know

and the public to know that I burn with desire to make this

system progressive and up to date, and if that means Junking

Deer Island, all rig

Mr. ZWICK. I want to make it clear that my Intention

pointing up deficiencies in the M.D.C. study was not
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study the last word -- and to base these very impo:

1iec cts to consldes

very important alternatives -- sou petuate the

iat has led urrent sorry c

N aer Sears estimates that a good study

11 take at least two years. I can't preciI can't precisely predi

one your study will take, but it's worth noting that

3 Corps of Engineers did a study for the City of Chicag

and came up with solid figures based on quotations for actuas

equipment -- in one month's time. Now that kind of era

effort may not be the kind of thing that this state is wlllino

o undertake without some outside assistance right now. But

n't, at the same time, think that we have to resign ou

selves to studying these things for several years

e why we have to spend onehe CHAIRMAN. I ar

of Engineers will doon dollars whenialf a i6

or nothing, the study.

assured the Corpsommissloner SEARS. Res

o hdoing it

hat is the testimonyhe CHAIRMAN. Well

is costing you half aCommissioner SEARS. I

million. It’s Just coming out of another pocket. Every
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HAIRMAN. It's a heavy burden when thIt's a heavv burde

Commonwealth of Massachusetts pays half a million dollars.

It's much heavier upon us than it would be if it were com!

from the federal government.

Commissioner SEARS. Senator, if you can get the

Corps of Engineers to do this work for us I will respond.

The CHAIRMAN Commissioner, you were closer to thi

problem and it was for you at that time to insist.

Commissioner SEARS. No, sir, I am not looking for

Washington. I looked in my own agency and pulled in the

Superintendent of my biggest plant and gave him a task

force. And, Incidentally, I must confess that the Legis-

lature is giving me the message loud and clear that the

agency's going to get the same amount to spend. That mean

we are going to have to do things ourselves that we used t

be able to go outside and hire people to do. I think that

we have not ignored the problem.

The CHAIRMAN. That report Is based on the Deer

Island plant continuing. It really doesn't examine the

alternatives, that is the complaint. Is Dr. Scheaffer

still here?

(No response.)
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Are there any farther questions from the Commission

for Mr. Zwlck?

Representative HART. You mentioned that where they

are dumping the waste in the harbor it is harmful to the

fish. What did you mean by that?

Mr. ZWICK. The spawning grounds, the egg laying

and the early feeding part of the life cycle of the aquatic

life is in shallow reedy areas, and that is where the water

filters back and forth in. And, of course, those types

of estuarine areas are found up and down the coastline of

Massachusetts very close to places like the harbor.

Commissioner SEARS. Mr. Zwlck, has anybody told

you that we have reopened six of those areas and public

beaches, did you know that?

Mr. ZWICK. No. Is that the total number you mean?

Commissioner SEARS. Ye

Mr, ZWICK. How many have been closed?

Commissioner SEARS. We have had 12 beaches

Four were closed. We reopened four beaches.

Mr. ZWICK. What you are essentially saying is that

you have put in a treatment plant where you had no treatmer

plant before. You chlorinated and reduced the bacteria

load. So we measure for bacteria and if you don't find it
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you can reopen an area. But If you measure those same

shellfish for virus contents -- and that' never been done --

you might find that your confidence in the total safety of

those areas you opened is significantly decreased. The

same thing goes for a number of other contaminants that are

not taken out by primary treatment, but on the other hand

are not typically measured when the shellfish areas are

assessed for safety. To say that you opened up those areas,

I honestly don't know how to read that, but I would suggest

that there are a large number of pollutants which we are

not even taking a look at. The fact that you've opened up

some areas should not be the ultimate criteria for success

as long as we continue to shut our eyes to so many of the

harmful effects of pollution.

Commissioner SEARS. Well, it at least shows we're

trying

The CHAIRMAN. What does primary treatment do fo

heavy metals and toxics?

Mr, ZWICK. Well, some of course end up in sludge;

others in solution, or finer particles in suspension, go on

through it. Probably a substantial portion goes right on

out through primary treatment. If I may comment on one mor

hing wi h regard to toxic metals. The question is often
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: metals if effluent is going out on the lan

e shouldn'tla

ave a

we have. Witea

econdary treatment, these heavy metals will

water. Studies suggest that they may not be as baater. Studies sue

and, but I am certainly not ready to give the idea

1 aoxic sut ear

matter of fact, this problem bothers me no matter vlata

era we ultimatel reatme

ndustrles so these lethal contaminants are not dumped ir

ewage systems in the first place

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Zwlck.

A her questions?

(No response.)

■ery much appreciate your coming here today.

Mr. Carl Wirsen, who Is a microbiologist at Woods

.st be
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waste disposal. It is a pleasure to have you with us

ediment mixtures into bottles containing casamlno acid

(a mixture of amino acids), glutamate (a specific amino acid),

cetate, and mannitol (carbohydrates) as food sources

lach of these was tested in four different concentration

n the range that dissolved organic matter is found in the

letabolize certain soluble organic compounds as food sources

sea water or sea waterwas done by du
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local waters. The test bottles were inoculated with

coastal seawater sampled at 135 feet and Incubated on a

mooring line at the sampling depth at the existing conditions

of temperature and pressure, which was about four times normal

atmospheric pressure (3.8 atmospheres or 58 pounds per square

incl). For every set of samples incubated in the ocean.
one or more sets of controlled samples were Incubated in

the laboratory at normal pressure but with temperatures

comparable to those at sea. The coastal water experiments

were conducted during the winter and summer of last year

(1971). A related experiment testing the activity of the

rich microbial population of inshore water (Eel Pond, Woo

Hole) was conducted In December, 1971.

After Incubation, all of the samples were analyzed

using liquid scintillation spectrometry to determine what

quantity of the added food source had been taken up by the

bacterial populations into their cells, and what part had

been respired by the cells. In all experiments, the pre-

ferred food sources were nitrogenous compounds, (casamino

acids and glutamate), followed by the carbohydrate

compounds, (acetate and mannitol). The rates of incorpora-

and respiration decreased with decreasing amoun

ource supplied. In other words, the more dilutlo
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that occurs, the lower the rate of decomposition. The

rates of microbial activities measured In the samples

Incubated in the ocean were always less than those In the

laboratory. At the Incubation site of 135 feet, the rates

of activity were only 40 to 60$ those of the test samples

Incubated in the laboratory at comparable temperatures In

both summer and winter. In the surface water samples from

Eel Pond, the populations were assumed to have been existing

at close to normal atmospheric conditions prior to sampling,

and when they were Incubated under 3.8 atmospheres pressure,

the activity was substantially reduced (up to when

compared to laboratory controls at normal pressure and the

same temperature.

Supplementing the water samples with sediment from

the test area did not Increase the rates of activity in

the laboratory or the ocean test samples. This was

surprising since we expected the top sediment layer to have

a higher concentration of organic matter which, in turn,

could support a larger and more active microbial population

han the waters above the sedime

Seasonal variations of microbial activities between

he test samples in both the ocean and the laboratory

corresponded to the difference In the water temperatureure
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August, when the water temperature was 53 degre

Pahre. ■asure' ere fa
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g, part of the population was greater in the winn n
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Our present study was initiated by the fortult s

sbservation of the remarkabl well-preserved state of

stuffs found on board the research submarine AI

etrieved after a ter hs' stay at 5051 feet on the 0 ea

floor. A more detailed study led to the conclusion tha

Df organic matter was terrate of decomposi

hundred times slower in the deep sea, at pressures greater

than 500 atmospheres, than in the control samples h

ernperatures, but at on'the laboratory at comparabl

at the pressure of 3atmosphere. The coastal wa

ty were about one-half ofatmospheres, the rates of ac

those of the laboratory control samples. A direct

omparlson of the ocean experiments themselves showed the

rates of microbial activity in the coastal water samples

ranged from 20 to 3000 times faster than those in the deep
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(No response.)

believe that one of your positions Is that coastal

waters, and I am quoting from a paper from Woods Hole

eanographlc Institute, says that the coastal water is the
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more Inefficient sewer system as compared to anything that

can be done on land. Is that a fair statement?

Mr. WIRSEN. If you are talking in terms of what's

been said several times today about material that first of

all is dumped in the deep sea you are tentatively removing

it from the cycle for a long period of time. It may take

a year to decompose. It might take a hundred years to

decompose at deep sea, and what we are saying now is that

shallow waters for means of comparison with the deep sea

and in terms of decomposition in near shore waters it woul

take generally longer in terms of bacterial activity and

decomposition than on land.

The CHAIRMAN. I just want to read this conclusl

rom the M.D.C. report: "The least expensive solution,

sea disposal, by either barging or sludge line extensi

may not be acceptable to both the federal or the state

regulatory agencies. However, for clarification purpose;

application for a barging permit has been submitted t

Corps of Engineers. The construction cost of exter

sludge line to the Graves would be about seven million

ollars. Barging would entail only a small cap

ure with an annual operating cost estimated

x hundred thousand dollars." Do you care to
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omment on that?

Mr. WIRSEN, Well, some of the discussions can

either be political or emotional, and some of the argument s

somebody else Is arguing emotionally and somebody else

personally. And more or les I feel that to put somethin

in the ocean In any regard is wrong as far as I am con-

cerned even though we have existing conditions that does

mean you should not take whatever action you feel can

e taken to get the best situation here. The less

xoenslve solution to me is not an answer to the probleiexoer

The extension of a pipe line out to sea as far as I am

oncerned Just moves the problem that much further away

and you are going to be faced with an increased order of

olving the problenagnitude a ture dat

Now from what I have followed and read I think

t we can Impose on land disposal with soli1

:ater than we ca

to at sea. And I think we stand an awful chance of lo;sea

awful lot more by taking the sea disposal for any

YT
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it

And they have no M.D.C.,Commissioner SEARS.

Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Rlgh

Commissioner SEARS. May I aatc Mr. Wlrsen if he

had the Impression in reading the report ■’•'•'at we were

regarding large barging of sludge as anything but the most

unhappy temporary situation. The theory behind the bargl

is getting it away from Senator Bulger's area.

Mr. WIRSEN. I don't understand what you said in

the report by environmentally unattractive. You implied

by environmentally unattractive injuries to the envlronme:

ommlssioner SEARS. You have said and to me have

Inefficient sewer disposal.proven that the ocean is an

because an Ingredient takes

deteriorate or be interacteu

You have not said that just

longer in the deep ocean

with other agents so that necessarily is a worse place

put it. It can be that something that is preserved on the

deck of the ALVIN in deep ocean is less harmful to man an

less harmful to the situation even though it takes longer

to disintegrate than if it's a hundred yards off Carson

Bea

Mr. WIRSEN. I don't agree with that for the reaso

that you are going to have an effect. And if you have go
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the effect over a long period of time or a short period of

time that is one thing. The other thing is that we would

like not to have any effects at all, and this is our

ultimate goal. So as far as I am concerned if you have

eliminated one species of plankton from Boston Harbor you

may have Interrupted the food chain, and I'd like to find

a man that can tell me now that by eliminating one type of

fish because of mercury being present you have not inter-

rupted the total food chain of the plankton to fish spawning

and migration and replenishment of the inner harbor.

Commissioner SEARS. In effect you really are saying

that you are happier to have it in Dorchester Bay where it

disintegrates more quickly than you are in the deep ocean.

Mr. WIRSEN. I'd rather see it on land where it can

be controlled.

Commissioner SEARS. We prefer it on land, but you'd

rather see it in shallow water than you would in deep water,

Mr. WIRSEN. No, I wouldn't. If you are asking

me about the rate at which this material decomposes it's

going to take longer in the deep ocean than it is in near

shore areas. However, all of the uses at the present time

tend to be associated with the coastal environment. Every-

thing is more associated with us here so if we groom ourne
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The CHAIRMAN. I think that is a very fai

Mr. WIRSEN. I'd agree with that. I'd say

scientifically if you are concerned about control of waste

Shallow waters isthe deep ocean is the third choic

second and plant disposal or land containment of waste is
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Sena iand:

Have ar■U about the situa

decisions been made as to disposing of the sewerage in th

ocean area

e are iave anothe

1ess

Senator DeNORMANDIE, It seems to me there is

area wher iave a good example of

hiw as

The CHAIRMA sen, I want to thank you

ehalf of the Commission for your fine statement here today

Ike to call Mr. Glen McNary who is the

Ie Preservatioresident of ssocla

neyard Sound. He has been the prime mover in that area

of waste treatmentut

eserve Vineyard Sound. He, like Dr. Jack Scheaffer

and others, question that the basic notion that our waters

best used as sewers. I think we in Boston can learr
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something from his experience in Paimouth. He had

communicated to us that he was going to he here for the

hearing, but apparently he is not

(Proceedings terminated.)
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A PUBLIC HEARING OP THE EXECUTIVE COWOSSIQN 01
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Representative Maurice Frye

Marian Uliman

Professor Philip Mulvey,

Kaysle Ives

Ccsimissloner John Sears

Commissioner Bruce Campbell

Thomas Callahan

John E. Murphy

Martin Wei

Leo Allen, Technical Adviser

Senator William Bulger, Chairman





The CHAIRMAN. We will call the Special Legislative

Commission on Boston Harbor Pollution Hearing to order.
This is the second hearing of the Special Legislative

Commission on Boston Harbor Pollution. Today's hearing

will continue to probe what has to be considered the most

erious threat to the harbor's survival which if left un-

hecked will complete the Job, within a matter of a very

ew years, of strangling this precious resource with organ!

sewage waste. Boston Harbor is a resource for which

government officials at all levels, city, state, as well as

federal, have expressed dreams of turning into a recreational

wonderland for Boston's urban dwellers.

It must therefore come as a shock to all of those

dream-filled officials to learn that the pollution condition

of the Boston Harbor Is critical and far from improving

stands on its last leg as a result of the misguided efforts

and myopia of those officials who tenaciously cling to

today's unsatisfactory sewage disposal technology.

As if the misapplication of technology were not

enough, those same officials have publicly misrepresented

the extremely serious pollution condition of the harbor,

as well as the Inadequacy of present and planned atMage

treatment methods. They seem more concerned with the
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cosmetics of the harbor with their promotion of litter

clean-up drives than with its survival.

Organic sewage waste alone with its attack on the

harbors dissolved oxygen supply has rendered the bottom a

cesspool.

,000 gallons a day of wasteAdd to this condition

oil or over a million gallons a year.

Then add to this sickening mess, the Illegally

high concentrations of heavy, toxic metals which in the case

of mercury exceeds federal and state standards from three

to eleven times; lead from four to fourteen times its

standard, and zinc from ten to twenty-seven times.

Then add to that a number of heavy toxic metals

for which standards have not been set, such as cadmium

nickel, copper, chromium, cobalt and vanadium. It Is a

death wielding potion.

As a result of our first hearing I have requested

the Attorney General to take necessary action against those

who contaminate as well as against those officials who are

responsible for enforcing such heavy metal regulations.

I am also requesting that the Department of Public Health

re-evaluate all shellfish areas within the harbor on the

basis of heavy metal contamination.
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continue today it must be called what In factbut for It to

it is simply stupidity.

Not satisfied with the Deer and Nut Island boon

doggies, the fifty million dollar Connecticut River diversion

project, a serious fresh water shortage and a dying Boston

Harbor, they now want to add another unsuccessful link in

this absurd progression, secondary treatment at a cost of

over one hundred and fifty million dollars and which will

not meet the task.

This water depletlon*Dollution cycle must be broken.

As Chairman of this Commission I Intend to Insure that it

is. I also want to express very real disbelief in learning

that as a result of our last hearing the state, M.D.C. and

the Environmental Protection Agency through some distorted

logic decided to commit themselves to secondary treatment

for Boston Harbor. The pressure being exerted by EPA upon

municipalities and states to accept this technology is

well known. W.h=>t should also be made known is that

secondary treatment for Boston Harbor will not work and that

will insure a certain death for 1

Mindful that EPA officials are here today bu

hearkening to the critical nature of the problem in Boston

Harbor, I will Just say simply as for secondary treatment
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Thnot in my harbor, yo age fra le

Senator whose district borders the harbor and whose

uents depend upon it for their summer recreation and

have exciting hopes for

m also pleased nnounce that as a result

request by this Commission Senator Edward Kennedy an

ogressman Edward Boland have secured authorization and

funding for the Corps of Engineers to study the application

of land disposal technology for metro-Boston's sewera

week from Senator KennedyI received that word late las

uld hope thatoffice, and any commitments by the

or M.D.C. for secondary treatment will now be held

abeyance with no a until the promising technologyaken

is studied. It is my belief and that of many engineers

iatment will not work and whatand experts that secondary

eloped in the way of landthe Corps of Engineers has de

disposal technology will, ir he end, save Boston Harbor.

ourselves into unsuccessfulAs for whether we lock

conventional treatment technology, it can be said that 1972 is

a very important year. We are pleased to have as our first

witness Mr. John McGlennon, Regional Administrator for the

Environmental Protection Agency here in New England.
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The question of a minimum of secondary treatment is

of paramount importance to EPA as you pointed out in your

opening statement. I'd like to draw your attention to the

fact that during my statement I consistently refer to the

question of a minimum of secondary treatment. Treatment

at the M.D.C. Deer Island and Nut Island plants is completely

Inadequate in that it provides only a minimum of primary

treatment of 30fh removal of pollutants and disposes of its

sludge in the same receiving waters. Virtually all other

major treatment plants in the nation have at least secondary

treatment which is 85$ removal of pollutants or are planning

to upgrade to secondary treatment within the next few years.

Federal aid for sewerage systems requires a minimum

of secondary treatment. EPA believes that secondary treat

ment is a minimum requirement for all sewage treatment

plants since it achieves much higher removal of all pollutan

at only a moderately increased cost as compared to primary

treatment.

he most common measurement of pollution load is

biochemical oxygen demand or BOD which is a measure of the

pollutional strength of sewerage. At the present time

the MDC treatment plants are discharging U16,000 pounds of

BOD per day into the harbor. This is equivalent to a
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discharge of raw sewerage from a population of two milllo

people.

Upgrading the M.D.C. plants to a minimum of secondary

treatment would reduce the BOD discharge to 90,000 pounds

per day. Clearly, higher methods of treatment should be

explored. The existing plants are currently discharging

many otherpollutants such as heavy toxic metals and pesti-

cides which are virtually unaffected by primary treatment.

Many of these toxic substances such as mercury and lead are

being dumped untreated Into the harbor.

Secondary treatment would remove much of these

pollutants and would provide for more effective control

over the discharge of harmful bacteria and viruses to the

harbor waters.

I would also add here, Senator, that clearly you have

expressed a concern over these heavy metals, that even

secondary treatment for the elimination of heavy metals is

not going to be adequate. Pre-treatment is going to have

to be required from the sources of discharge into the M.D.C.

Ist upon thatystem and we have got to Ir

provide ultimate means of

Deer Island and Nut Island

The Commonwealth must

disposing of sludge from Its

plants. The sludge problem must be eliminated In the



shortest possible time since it is a primary cause ofe

Dilution in the Boston Harbor. If the Environmental

ection Agency is not provided with an alternative plan,Pro

her action, including possible prosecution under thefur

onsldered.se Act of 1899, will be cRef

ommitment with Secretar;EPA already has a fin

will go to secondary treatmentthat the Commonwealth

iminate the sludge problem inMDC system and will

ientlyme. We are curleest possible reasonsho:

finalize a written agreewith Secretary Foster■gIT

itatestablish an accerese two subor

mplementaea

Commonwealth has not taken sufficient steps

which results in tthe combined overflow sEc

ater a teheof raw sewage toga

M eeate a

dules eemei

seshmetable esta

nent conferenc

arnagrees tha

1 lu

erall stu

can be developed for theM.n.C. system so that pla

har
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most efficient treatment procedures, considering the needs

next 30 or 40 years. Certainly this is an

opportunity to explore dramatic and innovative methods

waste treatment. In the Interim, EPA must insist on the

immediate elin n of sludge discharge which will signl

icantly reduce the heavy metals' contamination of the

harbor

EPA recognizes the recreational and commercial

mportance of Boston Harbor and is striving to work with

le M.D.C. and the state to formulate a plan of action so

iat the waters can be cleaned up at the earliest possible

ack of a hashe

n the

snt that an acceptable plar

ee we will

T
ak

’us



Senator, and then I'd like to introduce Mr, Jenserh

he CHAIRMAN. I ha e this question. You say on

are currently meeting withPage 2, Paragraph 4 that we

Secretary Foster to finalize a written agreement on these

two subjects and to establish an acceptable timetable for

implementation. Now is this a firm commitment to go intogo in

secondary treatment, is that correct?

Mr. McGLENNON. A minimum of secondary treatment,

at least secondary. What we propose, Senator, and what

we are trying to achieve in our negotiations with Secretary

Foster is a program that would Include first a study of the

entire M.D.C. sewerage system and the problem it's creating

in the harbor and the identification of the various courses

of action that could be taken to eliminate this source of

pollution, and hopefully through the study by qualified

engineers an optimum course of action will be agreed upon.

We want to know when that study is going to be embarked

upon and when it will be completed, and we want a firm

commitment from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts that they

will upon completion of the study Immediately embark on

the development or implementation of the recommendations of

that study. That would Include the treatment of the

sewerage in the M.D.C. system and at least at the level of
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hat is recognized and commonly referred to as secondary

reatment as well as Immediate implementation of a plan

dispose of the sludge that is now being discharged into

:he Boston Harbor at Nut and Deer Island.

The CHAIRMAN, Well, does the fact that it was Just

announced '.hat the Corps of Engineers is going to study

metro-Boston and the feasibility of land disposal, does it

change your opinion as to whether or not you should be

proceeding with the secondary treatment?

Mr. McGLENNON. Senator, when I am referring t

secondary treatment we are talking about we are trying to

establish the minimum level if treatment and we are not

going to be treated, but we

minimum level of treatment woul

rylng to establish how it's

are trying to establish what

be acceptable to us, that is he first point.

On the subject of land disposal, I say this

The CHAIRMAN. Your ultimate goal is zero discharge

of pollutants, isn't that correct?

Mr, McGLENNON. That should be our ultimate goal.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, hasn't that been the --

Mr. McGLENNON. That is the question that is now

being debated by the United States Congress. We don't

require that as a minimum of treatment under our present
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. McGLENNON. I am not satisfied that all

Tf .ave beer

V uld seem that we

ards a eat

McGLENNON. A minimum of secondary treatment

say expens

Mr. McGLENNON. I disagree, it certalnlnr

CHAIRMAN. It certainly Is expensive.

Mr. Me GLENNC Yes

The CHAIRMAN. So before we lock ourselves Into 1

and commit ourselves -- well, I thought some place in your
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remarks on the first page you say: "EPA believes that

secondary treatment Is a minimum requirement for our sewage

treatment plants since it achieves much higher removal of

all pollutants at only a moderately increased cost as

compared to primary treatment.

Mr. McGLENNON. I am trying to relate the cost of

going to secondary from primary where you get the increased

removal from 30 to 85$ that the cost of getting the first

30$ out. We have achieved one level of abatement in Boston

Harbor, the very minimum level of abatement. Nov; we have

got to go forward from that

The CHAIRMAN. Well, with the Army Corps o

Engineers coming along and telling us that they are going

engage in a study, as I have already mentioned, could we

ask, is there any chance that we could hope that your agency

would hold its commitment in abeyance a little while longe

until we see what the Army Corps of Engineers has to say

about the possibility of land disposal method of sewerage

on area ?disposal in the

u have any statement as to how

the Corps of Engineers to make

Mr. McGLENNON. Do y

long that it's going to take

■ecommendati orhis study and to make their

have the estimate, buThe CHAIRMAN. I don
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get it to you as I am able to speak either withoon

Senator Kennedy's office or the Corps of Engineers directly.

Mr. McGLENNON. We would rather see a study in my

ternatives as well as landDDinion that explores other a

of land disposal, and perhapsdisposal not to the exclusion

do this, Senator, I don't seethe Corps would be willing to

ay with a cursory view of theow the Corps or anybody can

nation that land disposal is he best solution and perhap

•and the parameters of itsthe Corps would be willing to

options and then let's seestudy to Include reviewing othe

nal recommendations arewhat they come up with as far a

•ncerned

ad you a statement andThe CHAIRMAN. I want

he following statement.ask you whether you agree with

Mr, McGLENNON. Are you or you

hy should the-lAIRMAN. A stat me

Environmental Protection Agency fear this new approach

nd disposal)? There arewaste treatment,(referring to land

reasons. First, a switch to land disposal metho reason;

old instantaneously outmode the whole sanitary engineera

•eternity which has built inept sewerage treatment plantlar

Amer embe

y. Secondly, the Environ
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ental Protection Agency resents the Corps of Engineers

prowess. The five regional studies are bolder, more pro-

1 and more Imaginative than anything the Enves

ntal Protection Agency has don e

on't, Senator, ar(IT

Inextremely glad that Gene denser re

Ie CHAIRMAN. That statement was made by the formeraten

Secretar;

Mr. McGLENNON. I wasn't aware of wl

■ement as to wha.e and I a

ar

llsposa

las bee1

eas and new people that have taken a broader viewa

,T



which we move. And Ia

free

Secretary Ulal nwar

The CHAIRMAN. I notice that Mr. Rucklehaus sousM

Mr. McGLENNON. In what way,

AIRMAN. Well, there is in the Congrigressional

record of witnesses' remarks a letter which appepears in th

y
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1 sure about Is that secondary treatment doesn't worabout is that se.

TO erybody seems to be in agreement on that that it doesn'er

And wh a red

Me GLENNC s on what Job you 1

30, Senator. One f our objectives, one

missions in EPA is to aba Dilution, and one of the th

we know for sure is that sec ndary treatment abates more

pollution than primary treatment does. We will fully admit

that it doesn't abate all of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Primary treatment accomplishes almos

not hlng

Mr. McGLENNON. I ompllshes, you know, according

to most of the text books 30% removal of the biochemical

oxygen demand and elimination ome of the suspended

solids

The CHAIRMAN. So you made a very cautious statement

on behalf of secondary treatment when you said it abates more



ry doesollu

Mr. McGLENNON. Yes, but your statement was thaCi.

lary doesn't work, and I ust disagree with you.

y knows it doesn't workAnd you also said that everybo

Now I happen to think that sec

it works better than primary.

ndary Is better than primary.

It abates more pollution,

nothing, and we are embark-you know, it's better than

ing on a broad-based program all across the country to clear

up our waterways and this is one of the standards we are

IK

The CHAIRMAN. Are there other questions from

members of the Commission?

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. McGlennon, what departments of the

state and municipalities report to your organization about

the local conditions?

Mr. McGLENNON. A Massachusetts department?

Mr. MURPHY. Yes.

Mr. McGLENNON. What do they report to us?

Mr. MURPHY. What department reports to you on

conditions so that we know that you get the exact conditions

that exist

Mr. McGLENNON. Well, we gather a lot of our own

data, sir. And secondly, we get data from the Office of the
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Massachusetts w 'artmer 'a

urces an

Mr. MURPHY.

e have been speaking in generalities abouW

n Harbor. When you have a case that is as bad as is

g out of

which would get at that specific clZht to

lasou

ff the coast of Deer Island, and the pollu

imes out of that is terrible. Now like anything at all

at the smallest part and make aou have g

Lear uan, and I wonde

hat situa

water and lessoing out

'At. MeGLENNON

or an engineering study

approva

adge probleold hope to haa n

metjmcletely el

1zree of treatment th a

weratlirhar
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panson. You are going at small boat recreational

'gram people through EPA to get their toilets cleaned ur

1away year

'very boat in Massachusetts assembled in any one locati

equal one day's discharge of Deer Island. Yet you are

hem within a couple of years. How do you

Ju



the advances you made and the study of the thing you'd

know Just about how much pollution is in that particular are.

discharged and it shouldn't take too long to clean that up

Mr. McGLENNON. Mr. Murphy, don't forget those

boats move around. The M.D. lant at Deer Island doesn

And all those boats congregated in a small harbor on

Cape could do serious damage o that harbor

Mr. MURPHY. I think you have answered the question,

and you only go half way when you say they move aroun

because many of those boats go out to sea where their dls

harge doesn't amount to a thing whereas those boats a

marinas have a responsibility to go and take care of 1

Mr. McGLENNON. Well, there is a divergence of opinion

here. Senator Bulger feels that there should be zero dis-

charge

Mr. MURPHY. That is right

Mr. McGLENNON. I assume that that means anywhere.

Mr, MURPHY. And we yachtsmen are willing to go along

with zero discharge, but we think the penalties imposed by

EPA as against the harsh condition of Deer Island are not

in line at all

The CHAIRMAN. I believe Professor Mulvey has a

also.
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rofassor MULVEY. Mr. McGlennon, Just to clarify

ou have Indicated Imary treatment is affec

about 30$, secondary treatment approximately 83$. Now

u used the word ''minimum" secondary treatmen

nlmum in what context, minimum of 83$

cGLENNON. Removal B(

ofessor MULVEY. Yes I recognize that. I have

aid 416,000 BOD per day.calculated your figures. You

Taking of 30 and 85$ roughly Boston Harbor would get

0 pounds per day which almost 50$ less than you

figure. Still, my question 1

mean? Does minimum mean 10$ o

minimum mean? Quantitatively

his. What does minimum

' 85$? What does the word

how are you using that term?

Mr. McGLENNON. I am aylng that at least so far

least 85$ of the biochemical

:he system should be removed

as BOD is the measurement, at

oxygen demand coming through

at the treatment point.

once we arrive at 85$ that isProfessor MULVEY. So

the minimum?

Mr. McGLENNON. That is the very leas

Professor MULVEY. All right. Therefore, in no

way can we equate minimum secondary treatment and this land



disposal or can ws? In other words, would land disposa

It's very difficult. I think whe:Mr. MeGLENNON

land disposal you are talking about a ve 61x

:juated conceivawaste treatment th; 1

removal way upy treatment which w
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v W€the nature of sewer dlschargIW

sent tally at

Reie

p do orolonK our dischaAnd you are saying If we do prolong our discharge

Harbor you will take me to the Attorney General.

e;man.

Suffolk Cou

nissioner SEARS. I hope that e
a few questions. My first of the Administrator wou

f he will be willing to take a position on the zer

charge question. Are you philosophically in favor of zer

llscha

Mr. McGLSNNON. Philosophically, yes,

is a very worthy goal and one which we as a country

ure whether it Is practistrive for. I a

osts involved.achievable given the relative

■uld we spend all theseCommissioner SEARS. Sh

ons of dollars adding amillions and millions and mill

eneration of discharge into the harbor if zero dlscha ge

is our goal?

1Mr. MeGLENNON. We should spend additional m

Harbor
of dollars to upgrade the level of treatment in Boston
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of treatment that I have described. The que

whether or not you will ultimately ro

is really a question of priorities, a question of priori

Vita

HAIRMAN. It may very well be law.

Mr. McGLENNON. If the Congress is willing to commit

funds that would be required to go to zero dischargena

.ntry at some future date then we will help and

olicy

HAIRMAN. But if it becomes clear, if it seeps

ss of all that it's cheape i

about that.cheaper, I think there is no question about t
Mr. McGLENNON. It's cheaper to go to zero discharge

than to secondary 80 or 90%
The CHAIRMAN. It’s cheaper to go to zero discharge

posal methodh

Mr. McGLENNON. I think again. Senator, there is a

difference of opinion on that

Commissioner SEARS. Mr. Chairman, the Regional

Administrator is urging secondary treatment and you yourself

stated this morning that you hope that secondary treatment
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abeyance with no action until thiswill now be

promising technology is studied, and your M.D.C. stands

fused. Do you feel that we should hold sec

eatment in abeyance while we study the technology of lar

i i pnnsfll

Mr. McGLENNON. I will gi\ one-word answer

TYes my s

ou

what 11 t

iild be e

ate implementat

m

h

H ng

would be objection if we
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If you would still support and strongly want the M.D.C.

?et study funds for technloues other than land dispose

GLENNON. Yes, I would also hope that perhaps

e Corps of Er i v be exoandecs

her options than land disposal and then we wouldn't have t

udie.3

he CHAIRMAN. Do you think we have a great dea

iportunity to observe secondary treat

GLENNON. Do yAr. MeGLENNON. Do you have an opportunity ar

here

HAIRMAN. No, but I think from your own rema

you suggested that it's not a echnologt ur

Commissioner SEARS. Mr. Chairman, you and I

ointly tried over the last few years to make condition

eaches, and I am nobetter over the Dorchester Bay

sure really now where we star ith respect to the typ

ly employ to make thosetechnology that we might a

beaches safe for democracy. It would be tragic if we got

lose any of those Dorchesterhe point where we had to

Bay beaches. Would the witness be willing to say whether

he thought in advance if we attempt to pick up those and

provide a treatment which I think some of your experts will

not consider secondary treatment but nevertheless treat the
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e would e a

ossible way to clean up the inner harbor. That area hj.arbor. That ar

grea G1

le use that as a recreational resource or upwar

X 1 iat achiever e

aid. hlist o PR

isfy us that any solution which we participat

in ss far as financing of that particular project woul

■all solution that we would hop

larbor areae

omrnlssioner SEARS. We are not able to review

projects without financial support both from Mr. McGlennon

Senator Bulger. My last question, Mr. Chairman, has

with metals and toxic materials in the waters. I

has been said that the M.D.C. or Deer Island plant specifl-

ally stands in violation of federal and state parameters.

and I stand confused and would ask the Regional Admlnistrat

If in fact the EPA has established some specific standards

proceed to ask if we have violated them?and

Mr. McGLENNON. No, we have not.

Commissioner SEARS. So that the Environmental



moment is not officially unhappyAgency a
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re whether Boston is one of thosa

r

nator DeNORMANDIE. Have you made any study of tir

I kn
Ci.

Senator DeNORMANDIE. I

ould be considered.as

eredMr. McGI

We fully support a review of whether that is the optlmuirf

hod of treatme
the best method, and less expensive method of tree

warly hashis area,as

methods to make that determination.

iuc bThe CHAIRMAN. Thank you

Mr. McGLENNON. Thank you, Senator, once again I

enjoyed being here. I’d like to introduce at this time

he
Mr. Gene Jensen, head of the Water Pr

on Agency.onmental Pro

EUGENE JENSEN

Mr. JENSEN. It Is a pleasure and an honor to hav

he opportunity to appear before this Committee to discu

briefly the opportunities that exist for water resource

management in this area. Massachusetts has in the past
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10 nity is again available to you

achu er ens, ue

Shattuck, presented a report of the Sanitary Commission to

iinenclations sta

henever lealrf. a

e collectewa (i

Oses of agriculture SR ei a

went on to discuss values of these Y

cited many examples in whi had been used in Europ

and they conclude 1 nany Massachusetts communities ul

profitably adopt such a system. Unfortunately, thiunately, tt

recommendation found neither a widespread nor lasting

acceptance in Massachusetts or elsewhe the United

he philosophies, the goals, the technologies of

waste treatment have changed very radically in the pas

decade perhaps In the last two years. One of the most

sweeping of these changes has been the matter of goal.

Until a very few years ago the principal goal was simply

to abate the obvious nuisance or health conditions. More
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he industry for producing water of very high quality aof ve

ectlon with the desalinlzatlon projects

'his system now seems to be developed to a point in whic

it can be used if we wish to do

Nitrogen removal, and nitrogen is the stuff th

makes your yards green and 1

two systems, a biological an

makes yards grow. There are

a chemical one that's avail-

able for tha

Tonnage oxygen. Tonnage oxygen or pure oxygen.

Tonnage oxygen has revolutionized the steel Industry.

It's made many of our blast furnaces obsolete. The same

general concepts can be applied to the biological systems

since it's oxygen that's the driving force.

Land disposal. Land disposal has been discussed

here in considerable detail. The Environmental Protection

Agency has Joined with Muskegon County in Michigan, the

State of Michigan in the construction of a land disposal

system for that community. The system is currently under

construction, and I think will be operative, parts of it,

within a reasonably short period of time. We have also

worked very closely with the City of Chicago and with the

United States Forest Service in land disposal system for

sludse in Central Illinois. Contrary to some of the things
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that have been said we do not oppose land disposal. We

participate wherever this seems to be the best and the

right system.

Combined sewers. We have developed several

mechanisms in recent years for handling the waste from

combined sewers, and again a few words: Microstrainers,

air flotation, high-rate bioabsorption, and pump back

facilities such as the ones in Charles River.

All of these new technologies really permit the

engineer to adopt a system of building blocks in which h

can put these various systems together in just about any

arrangement he wants to get about any set of results that

example of this is the Forest Service inhe wants.

ating disc, septic tank anwhich they have combined a r

sorav IrrlEatlon into a forest environment. It's a heavilyy irrigation into a forest er

keda. It apparently has win West Vlrgused cam

other end of the spectrum atwith great success. A

Lake Tahoe in California and Nevada a conventional so-calledLake Tahoe

nclary treatment system has had added to it the physical

media filtration that Ial process, the mixe

and ammonia stripping. Itd, carbon aten

almost drinking water quality, pertproduces wa



ww

a

hat we also are looking closely at this relati

ship between municipal and Industrial wastes. The heavy

metals example, that have been mentioned orlglnat

largely in Industrial es. We know that these wastes

are many times Incompatible with conventional waste trea

systems and many times they are damaging to them.

imperative that as we go to higher leveleel that

of treatment and more demands on our treatment system tha

must be e he

sewer system generally, and this has some bearing on what

Atm

logles and perhaps dusting off the old technologie

lete exarras

'Ply1-



in your remarks you pointed out to th

iere might reclaim as much

gallons of water per year. Other commuras

es have alrea his direction. San Francisco,

nty, California and Cy

examples. These are areas in which water is be

eclaimed and is being re-used for industry, for power,se

generation, for watering of parks, freeways and golf coursr

e are la

1o

. It will reclaim 30,000 acre feet of water per

w

r

r IOIE



President of the Sierra Club was the principal

speaker, I believe, at the groundbreaking for that particu]lieve, at the groundbr

men as wa

could not be used for many municipal purposes, perhaps a

we have suitable safeguards

Consolidating urban wat manage] h

ome very substantial ao antages

many of your urban streams. Certainly Boston w

be the same community if long ago a decision had been made

o put the Charles River underground. Other commi

did make such decisions, and I think they have suffered fo

Another example of the attitude of this agency and

state and local agencies I think comes from the Dallas/F

Worth area, and I'd like to read my quotation on tha

"As the population and water consumption increase and the

surplus supply of water decreases, it will become more and

more important to practice waste water re-use to the fullest

extent possible. Non-domestic uses, such as commercial

and especially cooling water demands, may be satisfied by

waste water treatment reclamation and re-use. Water for

domestic uses after 1990 may have to be supplemented by

reclaimed waste water. The location of suitable Industry,
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including electric power plants, adjacent to sewage treatmer

plants ;ded." I have to observe that one of the

h;others of that report was Camp, Dresser and McKeeau

ost consulting engineering firm here in Boston, so It's no

ople ot 'ar west talking. I also have to observe

he Muskegon project efforts are currently heinfhat

made uple the major power station with their waste

, if you will, and to provl

hlnk that right now there i

treatment system to re-use wat

advantages. So we

an urgent need to re-examine all of the decisions that are

being made regarding the waste

Boston metropolitan area. We

management programs in the

think there are at leas

to be included in thlthree major elements that ough

re-examination.

re-appraisal of the entireThe first of these is a

and treatment of sewage andused for the conveyance

runoff in the metropolitan area. I think that you should

start with the premise that Boston Harbor and its tributary

streams are an exceedingly valuable resource. I don't

believe that you should consider them as a simple dump, as

a way to get rid of a substantial portion of the munici-

pality's sewage or waste water.

Secondly, I think that you should examine the extent
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so tha ia

a e ery

from a technological standpoint tell us how long

rrh a tyc

er and Nut Islands and the arr.ou

ecycled , sy

as a result.of that thought should we really

JENSEN. I am reluctant to say whether yay w u

r should not delay the problem of diver1 ia

rouble enoug er suoplsh n.

I really don't think I should try to be three to four hundredul

s away from home and try to tell you what you should do

hat. There are some observations though. In terms of

water reclamation I think In many places the opportunity i

for substitution of supplies rather than for direct re-use

ecycling. So tha should be possible build somo

waste treatment plantsrelatively small advanced somewhere

in the Boston metropolitan area and do it reasonably fast.

But before you do anything really there should be a study of

a year or two's duration to look at all of these options an

make sure that you are making the best possible decision.
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•ara

3y land disposal and the Corps of Engineers 1n

e are

Senator, youal equa au

Ed for re-use or recycle or the opportunity fo

reclamation. Land disposal would perhaps give you that

pportunity or perhaps not. It might be better to hav

rict area somewherew a

answer ti I can and you can't

SEARSommi ommisslon needst

know with the Quabbin Reservoir facing fifty million gallons

shortage how long will it take before the technology now

available could restore waste water?

Mr. JENSEN. I don't know what the total water budget

for the area might be, but for the total package, the sort

of things they have been talking about here, the need to have

a reasonably detailed study to make a series of Intelligent

public decisions, which means hearings and things like that,



a ■es thati

a

d that we may lock as

Mqu st e a
?

able to from a technological standpoint tell us how 1

ght have to wait before the types of effluent that arait before the

leer ar a a

satisfactorily recycled Vi e delay would be, a

e really delay Quas a result.of that thou

Mr. JENSEN. I am reluctant to say whether you shoul

should not delay the problem of diversion. We ha1

trouble enough in Washington, D.C., with its water supplf

y don't think I should try to be three to four hundrT t

ell y u shoulOs awa u whahome ar ry yo

on that. There are some observations though. In terms of

water reclama 3n I think ir many places the opp

for substitution of supplies rather than for direct re-use

or recycling. So that it should b build soId be possible to

e treatment planrelatively small advanced was somewher ’6

in the Boston metropolitan area and do it reasonably fast

ofBut before you do anything really there should be a study

a year or two's duration to look at all of these options a

make sure that you are making the best possible decision

ortu
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al equation. Sena
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reclamation. Land disposal would perhaps give you that

portunity or perhaps not. It might ave

t right within the district area somewhere, and vou r
answer those questions, I can't answer them and you can't

Commissioner SEARS. Vhat the Commi?siIARS. what the Commission needs t

know with the Quabbln Reservoir facing fifty million gallons

shortage how 11 it take before the technology now

available could restore waste water?

Mr. JENSEN n't know what the total water budget

for the area might be, but for the total package, the sort

of things they have been talking about here, the need to have

a reasonably detailed study to make a series of intelligent

public decisions, which means hearings and things like that f



do the engineering and to.anclngo arrange le

omnlete the construction you are talking about a minimum,

suppose, ox' something like eight years. That it would beT

hink unduly optimistic to talk in lesser terms.T

Commissioner SEARS. That is a long time to be

Mr. Chairman, could I also ask what would behi

he impact on the harbor technologically if we were to

in that direction?uddenly stop all eff

Mr. JENSEN. Well, in my judgment it would be

etter to live with the Impacts on the harbor than it woul

spend a couple hundred million dollars and make

eclslon. You are going to have to live with t

xror a

ia

Commissioner SEARS. How long would it

;e vi
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mmlssloner SEAF?S. The Chairman is talking abousloner SEARS. The Chairman is talking: at

zero discharge.

Mr. JENSEN. I don't know that land disposal gives

you a zero discharge oes something else. It's

another form of treatment, but zero Is a very small numt

ing between the Preslder Me nd threcen

ail water from an IrrigaUnited States which relate to the tail water f

I think exemplifies the kind of surprises one

have in land-base systems, but I am convinced, completely

convinced, that the Muskegon project is a viable one. Wei

have yet to learn many things about which crops woule



a cr Some w

eing done a r ■a

1 hge

it I think the real a iwer a

me a ge Ac

put it there, tell them the,

P ■yst :e 3Ut

ep a large percentage of it out. I thin

whether we are talking abou water-based system, recjama-'ec

on or land disposal system, any one of ■m

sloner SEARS, But my quest
, M Irma

is while we hate to have any of these su stances hinganyor

toxic in the harbor, are we currently in

very sub-standard situation?

danger. 1 h

Mr, JENSEN. Again I am reluctant to ry to make a

judgment on the quality of the harbor,

several reports on it. There seem to b

the disposal of a substantial portion of

harbor is wrong, I do know one thing,

is the most beautiful area of water, and

community should do everything it can to

then I feel that way about many places.

I hav ■ead the

hanany who feel

hthese wastes in

hat Boston Ha

that I think th

protect it, bu

The CHAIRMAN. But almost everything you said,



‘Sen, every desirable goal that you outline foresiraJ

disposal seems to be achievable by the land disposal method.

It just seems as though it shouldn't be Ignored any lon

and I am sure you will agree with me that it'h me that it's unfortunate

State Commission has that the Involve itself in Washingtor

in order to encourage a study of this technology for this

area

JENSEN. I dorM: elieve that the Commlssie

iseds do that or ha do hat,either one

CHAIRMAN. Well, the study was killed before we

revived

JENSEN, As far as the Environmental ProtectionM-

oncerned we are veryAgency much involved in the Muskegor

We provide financial support to other communitiespro.l ect

land disposal systems. As far as I know we areuse

another. We'd like to seeplaying no favorites one way or

best system operated in any community, and if it happens

one we should adopt.to be land disposal that is the

The CHAIRMAN. Would you address yourself then to

the amount of available land in the area for this kind of

Mr. JENSEN. No, sir, I am not familiar with that.

The CHAIRMAN. I am sure the Environmental Protection

Agency could tell us something about how much land is
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p'l duress with secondary treaa aima

dHAIRMAN. He has

’MQTTK' i

has agrp.rh

nvlronmental Projection A arwi 11

a

M

ytN.c

0

v-will probably be a comblna

ludge. We might use theh mosal perhaar

■alclng f orm waplants on the existing island

well have some of our what we havecapacity. We m

around through the citylantsal n!

erreclaim water or for other uses. I thlnl

■d

erv help'he CHAIRMAN. I think it would be very helpful

I just quoted the words of Mr. McGlennon Jusnow aga

o make sure that everybody is on r.he same wave lengtl

here, and I'm quoting: "EPA already has a firm commitmen

with Secretary Foster that the Commonwealth will go to

secondary treatment In the M.D.C. system and will eliminate



o

a ar

se tw a

acc ■mental

Mr. JENSEN. I think that that statement is

•rw

CHAIRMAN. Again we are not going to go i

Ives to anything at this poln

'act, we are going to await the results of tt

JENSEN. But we are saddled

ma

IAIRMAN. Do you see no incompatibility betwee

Rwo sta

CALLAGHAN. In respect to Item he last

T al funds, could youage c er

1 us what amount the EPA has providedMcGl

Massachuse capital fund grants in the past year

any period that you have available?

I do not have those numbersa

eadily available. I am sure that Mr. McGlennon would

mission■apldly provide them

Mr. CALLAGHAN. I Just have a desire, sir, to know



s concerning itself with studieswhether or not the EPA

up to the present time or whether it's providing any

appreciable amount of funds for capital operations

preclable quantitMr. JENSEN. Well

two billion dollars, afunds are being provided

he State of Massachusetts received 1 3

re of those funds based upon the popula i
share

have the exact figure though in dollars for this year

smaa.TFNSEN



are many small communlt 1 es in the United States both east

and west have those. Industries have used them both in

east and west

Senator DeNORMANDIE. But in those Instances you

are not faced with the necessity of acquiring comparatively

arge areas of land for disposal purposes. It's a compara

ively simple thing. In an area like M;Massachusetts where

we are highly industrialized and population is dispersed

essential e state this problem becomes more

cute. And what I am really leading to is whether we

awards haro

,aps have the Metropolltar

ralizat ack in the

oandle the

asis. Now I lust wonder whethe

s

ay

1

they have to be politically, socially, technically viable
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mmunity or Y commAst cm
)

V-you know, nobody wants anything Ilk

J iir

having a desperate time finding srpace for sanlcar

land fill let alone finding several hundredar cr

for land disposal. So on y l he

well. M' having it as jcnniea

being unable to achieve lution at all

Senator DeNORMANDIE. I ur idea of cle ne

up water for Instance in many a y

leanedusing the water in the area wh Ire

her words, after a plant in r

in Lincoln or through Massachu uld d

then use the re-usable water f many purposes right there

Mr. JENSEN. Yes, sir

Senator DeNORMANDIE. I this something that y

cessfulchance of being a suthink has more than an average

approach

Mr. JENSEN. Well, that is practical and it's

e happening right wfeasible, because it seems hln

your own district, and I think you can control the decisions

that are made. San Francisco, for example, has used the



GaGolde Pa ma nya oiw ;e a

years to provide the watei that they need for water

Is It possible to recyclSenator DeNORMANDI

he whole way?oossibl

le, but I certainlyJENS! o

TaiC

ion in which you'd make waterincept of subst t

or for industrial useeratbl owe

le preferable approach at this time. But you

would preclude all ofsystem thaoul

decision right now, the needI y is a

oadest possible technicamake the decisions of the

idust locked in or commlllcat future

panded or redirectedng that can'

Basically what you are reallSenator DeNORMANDIE y

orage rather than cyclingasking for is re-use and re-

the oceawater

Mr. JENSEN. Yes, sir

And whatever way it's doneSenator DeNORMANDI

long as It's doneis Immaterial to you Just as

Mr. JENSEN. Yes, sir

Mr. Chairman, I'd like toRepresentative FRYE.

ommlssioner Sears asked withreturn to one question that



t wa

Quabbin Reservoir, and he asked the question of whetherLett

hat project should be delayed pending some declslorecislon as

re disposal of the waste matter Into the ocean. A

sure I understand the connection between t\

olid wasteofs

water In the reservoir. Are we saying that we s

perhaps delay this becausa

was betwas war

tw

see h

■eawaste wa
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we

Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Commissioner, I ha

fts ar■aft a iav

B9E

era sw

s. I think though that the discussions that

•ad with Secretary Foster have foil nsr\

metropolitan area, ap3e

rlary treatment ingha

is not an acceptable future course of ac

Mr.HAIRMAN s
)

agency could be pushing forward as it is and at the

ame time be assuring us here that indeed there may be

better technology and, in fact, it may be a mistake, but

we see them pushing forward. I read the remarks of

Mr. McGlennon before us, and the most disturbing thing

of all is despite the problem of land acquisition, which I

think are Incidentally greatly exaggerated by those who

oppose the land disposal method, more disturbing than



h

There's beo et ue

iwer the question about how much land haa 3

d and whether that lan avail here in ta q

area. That method is not being studied, and yet we alle

tree, you say yourself here, you say that the Boston Harbor

s a valuable community resource and It shouldould not

e used to any appreciable extent for the transportation or

lution of the city's waste, and yet a secondary treatmer

lant about which we hear that we are about to seek a

as right al hat path.on would, ct, dra01 im

ndary treatmestill continue to dump in sec

lat can be said fa way, is that it's o:R

reatment, and I don't wany better than primaryUo-r

lust going to contlnunto that point. We are

o spend a fortune and1 .arbor or we are goln

around and say no, thisome time we are going ua

ecomes a pollutant becauseof displaced resource, whicb

of a pollutant that 1uppose that is the defirT

fact, be where it coulplaced resource, should, ina d

fact, in the land. Andood and do a lot of good, 1

hare the indignation ofare pushing towards it, and Iwe

Commissioner.Ie
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Mr. JENSEN. I see no inconsistencies between

The CHAIRMAN. I'm sure you don't

between what I have said and whatMr. JENSEN.

alking abouia VR

;uch appreciate'AIRMAN

MULVEY

utficul

arare brwe

a

w

ea

ia

ar

we se

a

Yes

vwas t a
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?ra

on here ab ~>ut maintaining some sort of minimum flows

in some of these urban wa curses, that it may be bet

o back up the system than to build a peripheral wa

reatment system rather than continue to put everything ir

all togeta large system o ors and

Vicentra

lat are ava

CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Jer

an
f
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aw

at we confronted in Muskee

Aional District in Michigan

communities discharging sewage efflue ewa ge,

iay have been, ias

asin were required by agreement of the Michigan, Illinois,

ana, Wisconsin pollution abatement conference to ins

ne equivalent of so-called secondary treatmeal

removal by December 31, 1972. The growingro

■nltion of damage to Lake Michigan by insuffEc oe

ated sewage stirred this conference action. La

F lecates to be badly abuse.t;an has been a

there is relatively little flushing action in the La R

acted as a sink for all the wastes pouring into it

d■ed buildups of pollutants in the Lake ca ex e<M asu

ult within a few years in a eutrophlc conditiono re

traularly in its southern portions where the concepan

:reatestwastes are

Into this situation stepped Dr. John R. Shea

er for Urban Studies at the University of Ch cag

I understand that Dr. Sheaffer has been a witness before

this Commission. As a consultant to Muskegon County



v- gh the efforts of Rod Dlttmer, the County's PlannlnO

Director, Dr. Sheaffer brought to the situation a very susi

stantial understanding of environmental problems

Great Lakes area. I believe you have Dr. Sheaffer'

redentlals I am sure know what his background is

Dr. Sheaffer recognized imraediatelly the inadequacy

ence requirements for sewahiga

ems. I was quite readily apparent th

30$ phosphate removal requirement was not based on ti

abilities of that level of removal to halt the acceleratcapabilltle r

of degradation of the Lake, but rather was the cap

llty of certain technology for the economic removal

phosphorus at that time. Dr. Sheaffer decided that while1r

30$ phosphorus removal was going to be required at that ti

within a few years additional increments of removal were

2;olng to be required and that if It were possible to anticoi

reaslngl ■equirements and a sypate

could be discovered which would accomplish higher removal

rates in an economic manner, such a system should be

Muskegoncarefully considered

he CHAIRMAN. Excuse me, sir. I wonder if we could

get back to Mr. McGlennon. I know there is something that

he wants to say. I Just want you to know that you are



ack r

Mr. McGLENNON. I only wanted, Mr. Chairman, so that

agreement in hopes to get it executed at the earll

1 i



hat you described here? In fact, I think that the agre

nent that is in the hands of the Commissioner calls

secondary treatment.

McGLENNON. option

It must be a am of a secondary treatm

CHAIRMAN. The study is meaning!

r. McGLENNON. We don't say how.

mear

are bound by what your agency requires so Iha

rally

Mr. McGLENNON. I understand

The CHAIRMAN. But your agency is irseaponslbla*

tank

Mr. Nagelvoort, would you please continue 1-

c onceIv beca w



imlsed not only to provide clean water, with its implica-

tions for a desirable human environment, but also a badly

needed substantial agriculture base for the County. The

idea that pollution control could contribute to the creation

of Jobs and wealth was unheard of at that time.

Coincidentally, Congressman Vander Jack's Government

Onerations Subcommittee on Conservation and Natural Resources

was conducting hearings on the contribution of phospates in

detergents to the pollution of lakes and streams. The

hearings vividly brought out the facts related to the degree

of phosnhate removal necessary to reverse the eutrophication

of bodies of water such as Lake Erie. It became apparent

that 98 to 99$ phosphate removal from all municipal and

industrial waste would be necessary if the algae induced

vast oxygen void areas in that body of water were to be

improved. A Lake Erie pollution control conference re-

quired 80$ phosphate removal following the same logic

described earlier.

At that stage in Muskegon's explorations there was

little evidence of organized opposition to a land treatment

approach to sewage problems. However, both the Federal Water

Quality Administration (now an EPA and the Michigan

Water Resources Commission looked at the concept as one



hich had good possibilities f ar very small communities, bu

al for larger urban reas. Consequently, wtno

lled for Pedera a feasibils

udy of the concept for Muske gon, the assistan

f research for PWQA me that the grantstatrector

ould be approved so that "we can bury that dead horse

all." A member of the Michigan Water Resourcese a

aid, "Let's giveommission hem enough rope to hang the

selves, bu not us to

As you are perhaps aware, the study then conducted

bruary and June, 1970 suggested the approach toetween Fe

e sound. Not only did it prove on paper that such a lan

also Indicated the system wlystem would work, 1 ouldreatment

than the traditional activated sludge treatmercost les

an 80$ phosphate rei loval add-on or a physical-plant with

chemical system alternative

lwo major challenges then appeared before the County

It had to convince local governments and industry of the

economy and efficacy of the system. And it had to discover

a way to finance the system

As a result of heroic hard work, and the promise of

clean water, agriculture return and a lower cost system

twelve major industries and local units of government
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e

ore than 90$ of sewage wastes in the County-represer PR

agreed to the system. It was the first time for such

Muskegon County

iqulred another heroicFinancing the system

performance. The County is by no means wealthy. Today

has the highest unemployment rate in the nation ju

to illustrate the point. And at that time Federal con'

struction grant funds were extremely scarce. While

Michigan had floated a "clean wate ond issue, Federal

5$ al costs because ofoney would account for only

on of Federal funds wlthe Michigan formula for dls but

The State would advari'ore later aly a promise

as paying 25$ of total ellglblFederal share as well

find 45$ of $30,000,000 plusounty had to

land costs of about $4,000,00C ra

Under present legislation land would 111

rlble for Federal funding as part of the trea

ff ds. Substar

osslblloo

A■ased Federal assistance p
0

b al system was newwas the fa

inique part of the system was its size, by far the lar



jssell Train, Chairman of the President's Council orof the President 1

Environmental Quality, John Ehrlichman and John Whitaker

he White House and the then Commissioner of the Feder.

er Quality Administration, David Dominick, more than

wo million dollars in R&D funds were made available for

he system. That grant notice came in September of 1970

racts for particlpatioInewas the key

system by Industry and local governments in the

ounty. It was the largest research grant in FWQA histor

olved. While thsblems were

Dved the sys3-an Water Resou

Mean Department of Health withheld approval of a key

nermit. I first wanted a chain link fence around the

acres of land in the system at a cost

rs. We ended up with a farm-type w

ewtIt tool

aa

1 f

3-

a



3r proceeded adver

for bids prior to recelvin.s permit. Only two bids were

received an' her were se oasly related

o permit for constru h een issue'

Mr. Vander Jagt and I hen visited our Govern

11 Milliken, and with his help were able to have the

Health Department permit issued with much more reasonabl

yet safe requirements. The County then re-advertlsled

and accepted bids which were slightly below engineer

estimates. Total costs of the system Including some cor

tructlon related R&D money that I mentioned before, reloca

land will be about $38,000,000ion costs and the co;

or per gallon of treatment capacity. This compares

with costs of considerably more than a dollar per gallon

of capacity for advanced biological and physical-chemical

systems. Operating costs of the system will be about half

the costs of alternative treatment systems even considering

the fact that levels of potential pollutant removal will

be much higher in the Muskegon system.

he matter of the Health Department permit had

curious aspects. We had strong suspicions that individuals

in the agency were determined to make it impossible fo

Muskegon to build its system. Close ties between the



agency, and sanitary engineers and consultants in Michigan

dictated a continuation of traditional approaches to sewage

treatment, even though there was considerable evidence that

such systems could not solve water pollution problems.

Muskegon's consul ants were from Illinois. I am reminded

of a statement at about that time by Dr. David Stephen,

then Director of Research for ERA, The statement was made

in a discussion in the office of Robert Frl, Deputy

Administrator of ERA, and in the presence of Mr. Frl,

Dr. Stanley Greenfield, Assistant to the Administrator for

R&D, Dr. Sheaffer and myself. Dr. Stephen made the observa-

tions that there were a great many unknowns in water pollu-

tion control. And I am paraphrasing. He went on to

state: "But there was one thing known with certainty.

That was that activated sludge secondary treatment systems

did not work." I understand ERA and your State agency have

agreed on secondary treatment for Boston sewage.

Chicago, of course, has had an excellent secondary

treatment system for more than 40 years, the largest such

system in the world. All of the effluent from he system

discharges eventually to the Illinois River, which. If

sediments were removed, would be highly eutrophic. The

water is so clouded that only filamentous algae grows in
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alternative physical-chemical system was recommended, but

s the manager of EPA's Lake Tahoe demonstration systei

oi has both systems, those bugs work cheap

steal-chemical systems are expensive to operate. Lan<

ea ot and, are relatively i

Id and opera a avol

eria wipe out

ir experience in Muskegon has led to what I consider

a revolut king

arry Commoner has talked about the need to returrurn sewage

land, or as he succinctly describes it, "I am ius

L nitrogen to the c

ovides

) do

are no doubt aware, Muskegon has pion has played

ia Senate an

i r

zero discharge of pollutants goal for 1

.at la eas

a 1 1

Muskegor ly under

■8 :mer

wil a



However, research far the Muskegon system has disclosedDr the

beyond reasonable doubt that the system will operate prope

and economically. D v
. Sheaffer has described to you

Melbourne, Australia system producing agriculture benefits

since 1893. Many other such systems have been used fo

decades in other countries and small systems have functioned

in this country for years. To our thinking Muskegon repre-

sents an environmentally sound, socially sound and economi

cally sound system of waste management. It will re-use

precious resources and prevent pollution in the proces

While It caused Inconvenience for a small number of people

whose land and homes had to e acquired, the Relocation Act

rcumstances for most. Local

citizens' organizations recog-

:rm solution to many environ-

assistance provided better c

government and industry, and

nlzed the system as a long-t

mental problems with the implications for attracting new

industry to an area which has found a way to manage waste

at reasonable cost while providing a clean environment.

The Muskegon system will do much more than solve

water pollution problems and produce agriculture benefits.

Dr. Sheaffer Is an environmental genius. He Is not satis-

fied with only one national breakthrough. The Muskegon

system will help solve two other major environmental problems



'aclng our nation. Muskegon County has only in the past

several weeks proposed the incorporation of a solid waste

management system utilizing land available In the irrlga-

on area for sanitary land fill. It Is anticipated tha

solid wastes for a population of more than 600,000 can be

handled at the sewage management site for at least 50 years.

Afhen those wastes begin to move to the site further considers

ion will be given to a recycling center to separate out

glass, metals and other re-usable materials. The volume

of such wastes should make economic recovery possible.

The second major environmental problem, in addltior

o water pollution, to be managed in the system will be the

problem of nuclear power plant siting. The Muskegon system

will be able to resolve concerns for both the exclusion of

such facilities from populous

pollution resulting from the

water for cooling purposes. '

available in the center of th

areas and the thermal

need for vast quantities of

'wo hundred acres will be made

agriculture area providing

a two-mile buffer strip for the power plant. The sewage

treatment storage lagoons will provide water for goollng

purposes. The warmed water will help improve the growth

of agriculture crops. Consumers Power Company labels the

site the best in the nation today.
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When all of these possibilities become realities.

o doubt that they will, we will see in Muskegsand there

the first integrated waste management site in the world

We will have combined today's best technology with the logl

of nature. We will have turned the corner in a way of

No longer will sewage, left over solids andthink!

cess hot water be looked upon as wastes to be disposed

will be considered resources to be used

oo longer seems possible to me for those responsible

f integrationon control to ignore this kindDOllfnv

oe implresource management. The Con Ec

March 0when the Houseiasuo

ear adopted the Vander Jagt Amendment calling upon th

Administrator of EPA to encourage such integrated facil

rpr the oh lections of the Public Works Committee whicho

s w £ oilamwa e

oeers awamerth ous a

od

er:Y

You have great natural beauty and famous

cas
, or waterma1 imp

luY ubee
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in positions of responsibility who lack the imagination

and vigor to embrace the possibilities in such new thinking f

or of those whose economic well being tied to the pas

they dare not risk change.

If you choose to persevere you will find challenges

at every turn from most of the sanitary engineering pro-

fession. Your state agencies probably are run by that

same profession. The Federal Environmental Protection

ncy is heavily staffed with such people. Subtle and

so subtle obstacles will a pear every step of the way.

Muskegon was iarly in the game that a lar

woulea that 1or

wa able was too high, that

sewage woul 3und, that viruses woulan

guestion raised anal e

v i 1

M ■e

le land, Dr. Sheaffer indicates otherwise. Actuallya

gravelly, sa m

w

•rlgatlon wlchou

hera
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government ownership, but traditional systems often

splace larger numbers of people in urban areas and aloi

ecious shorelines. Your patience will be severely tr

Perhaps the ideal app oach to resource management

outspoken political leader-

Governor, U. S. Senators an

progress in this situation 1

ship. This Commission, you

Represen atives need to play

c mtrol agencies will listen

We have been through it in M

need to orchestrate efforts.

a major role. Water pollutior

when Jobs are on the line

chlgan. This Commission wi

It will be the challenge of

lifetime. You have Congressman Vander Jagt's best wishes

for success.

Thank you.

Senator DeNORMANDIE. Sir, what is the population

of Muskegon or the area? Have you got just the city or

is it a metropolitan area?

Mr, NAGELVOORT. It 1 a standard metropolitan

statistical area

What is the population?Senator DeNORMANDIE.

Mr, NAGELVOORT, In the area the number of people

is about 130,000.that are going to be served

The second question is, is

this related in any way to your water supply?

Senator DeNORMANDIE.
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. NAGELVOORT. Our ater suppl omes from Lake

ok

So this doesn't actually feed

the ground water.he water supply or replenish

Mr. NAGELVOORT. That Is correct

mator DeNORMANDIE You can't really relate it.

is correct, it will in a wayMr, NAGELVOORT. That

close the cycle on water use, ecause the water that 1

Intercepted by the drainage system under the agriculture

area will then go back into the Muskegon River which drains

into Muskegon Lake which goes back into Lake Michigan,

the water supply.not a basic part ofbut

Representative FRYE This is probably something

ig before now. Senator. I'd

would bring me right up to da

th=t I should have learned lo

like to ask the witness if he

on the system at Muskegon, and that is is the sewerage

treated prior to its being transported into the land in any

way?

Mr. NAGELVOORT, Yes, the basic parts of the system

movement through forced

The sewerage will then be

are, of course, the collectlo

mains to the treatment site.

passed through treatment lagoons which then at that point

It will be discharged into a storage lagoon. It will then

Senator DeNORMANDIE
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chlorinated and dechlorlnated From the storage

:ated onto the land.lagoons it wll spray

Ie length of yourSenator DeNORMANDI R

ards r:emstrifeutio

Ed ma mtin from ■aliag:

lies 1arrban areapar

reatment site I believe i■stem which extends out to

he agricultureofabout twelve miles, and ler

mil oesarea Is four to

rl ctuaViHE

1isultimate distribution system

Is an interesting poin

deferLMr. NAGELV ne

hnlcal answeill be up shortly, and she h;

question

questahe CHAIRMAN. We a

ground coming up. Do you ca

aaMr. NAGELVOORT. Yes e o

eeon decMuderagiven careful ron

s tha t awast ,e nuiat we did not war

ly we want to put thsewerage efflu onsequer

iwing season. We don't want to dlschar.ohe la

Vi
vthinE that is going to be lost. For that reaMnc hhat. 1s BOa

Senator DeNORMAN

Dr. dauer wb
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sys orage lagoons which I mentioned. The'1

will apacity to hold all of the water tha

hrough the system for a period of 151 day.ays which Includes

all of the late fall, winter, early spring months when the

land is frozen before crops begin to grow. They are

pretty large ponds, by the way. I believe it's about a

little more than two square miles. In fact, it's closer

ee square miles.

the CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions from

Commissi

es

hank you, Mr. Nagelvoort, for coming her

and we also thank Congressman Vander Jagt whds done

anding leasear

sslon, and we thank him alsa

h received fr

i an outsta

■sin

witness the President of Bauer3aue

TTK
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he letter which I wrote to you. You asked several

questions about the land treatment process and how it migh

aoplied to the Boston metropolitan area, and I believe

copies of my letter have been distributed to your Commlsslo

members

mentioned In the letter that this Idea of land

treatment is really a very old idea, and It Is In fact the

most natural way of dealing with waste materials, simply

the process of converting the waste products of animal

and vegetable life on this planet in fact Into a useful

sort of material, and the bacteria of the earth are geared

to accomplish that function. It's interesting that In

addition to .he biological processes that go on In th<

earth that .here are some physical and chemical processes

as well that account for the fact that the system Is very

effective. And very briefly these other processes deal

with he heavy metal problem, for example. And the

organics In the topsoil complex the heavy metals and render

it insoluble and tied up there so that it does not migrate

down into the ground water and there become a hazard.

Also this tying-up effect denies the heavy metals from

getting into plants in excessive amounts. It is possible

to have heavy metal toxic effects in plants, but to my



owledge these have not been derived from waste wate

or from sewerage. But, for example, in strip mining the

metals and the waste materials that are strioped in order

co expose the coal become washed into waterways and thereby

create toxic effects. In fact they are toxic in the land

elves, and you can't grow anything on the strip mined

areas.

Once sewerage sludge is applied, for Instance, this

is the biological product of sewerage treatment process

with its concentration of organics and Incidentally more

heavy metals, once that's applied on the strip mined land

the existing heavy metals that are there are again tied up

and so once again plants can grow in those areas. And then

with a good grass cover the rainwater running off does not

bring with it all kinds of toxic pollutants. I cite that

as Just an illustration of the dramatic change one can make

by taking advantage of the organic materials that are in

the sewerage to tie up and make inaccessible the heavy

metals. Then you also have chemical precipitation in the

soil. You have large quantities of iron and aluminum

which can tie up phosphates for Instance. One can examine

the quality of a good ground water underneath an agricul-

tural soil and find that it is almost free from phosphates.
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and this occurs in the upper few inches of the soil, an

ine immobilized at that point they become attack

Why is that? Because there must be phosphates in thd? soil

above, otherwise plants would not grow. But it so happens

here is plenty of iron, plentya good soil environ

,e portion of the soil between the topsoilaluminum

and the ground water to precipitate out those excess

down thereby protecVosphates w

we are beginese naturalWwa

that we can harness them andunderstand

an attense la

apped resources which e>ess these

earth under good topsoil and harness then

aste 'water. I think in a nutshell

alia

CHAIRMAN. Can I ask you something about t Y
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y the natural soli bacteria and are destroyed. One car

simulate that process by an electrically-charged mechanism

laboratory concentrate and thereby be able to detec

pathology laboratory work.

CHAIRMAN. What about in the primary treatment

a

IUE3AUER. There are no present standards to my

mowledge for the removal of viruses in the course of

Dnal sew a

-Tfl primary and secondary 1:

AUER. Primary and secondary. There

are no standards

utinel

)1 the virus quality of effluen

pathologist and who has for yearo

sanltar wjm

I were talkin

me

ODl€

what are youHe

ery

z to your discussion here in tl



general philosophy of how do you decide these questl•al philosophy o

how far do you go, what standards do you set and so forthOI 1 y

and I iraw an analogy. First of all, the

principle being this, that if you don't change the useful-

aking some acody of water by■ss ien

question whether you shoul ake that actior t e

is not do you remove 30$, do you remove u rem

995. The test is as a result of what you harJ f

water; doeshe usefulness of that body go from

unsuitable for recreation to being suitable for recreation

loes it go from being unsuitable for water supply to being

suitable for water supply, and that is the t es

analogy I have often used, and I will mention it here, is

let's suppose someone said they'd like to have an automobil

but we can't afford a whole automobile, all we can affor

he wheels for now, let's buy the wheels and you put

hem in the garage. And next year when we are able to

afford the chassis we will buy that, and eventually after

we buy all these pieces we will have a car and you will be

able to do what you want to do with it. And it's quite

obvious that it would be a lot wiser to Invest the money

somewhere else until you've got enough to buy the whole car

The same thing is true with water treatment. Until
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e

ou are in a oosition to really solve the problem and

change ihe usefulness of the water resource in my opinion

3 ooint in spending any maney at allere

The CHAIRMAN. Others have a different point o

w. Today it was demonstrated by the Environmental

Protection Agency people

Dr. BAUER, Yes, I th

the history of how that think

ok that you have to recognize

og became developed, and itn

started with the assumption we cannot afford to renovatoa

the water completely, and

any thought that it was poi

carded up until recently-H

1 : to treat the waste water as

scarded that you see thena resource. And having once d

ou are left with operatini a field where you're content

with some kind of half-way measures. The basic change that

is taking place now, and it was

is the abrupt change in goals.

alluded to by Mr. Jensen,

And because it is now being

this goal of discharge is

we mean by that. Some

considered in the Congress that

the shorthand way of saying wha

people say there can't be any such thing as a zero discharge

because you can't make the water disappear, it's going to

show up somewhere, and obviously that is not what we mean.

That is, we mean that there should be zero discharge of

any pollutants which would interfere with the usefulness of
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d that the test 1s usefulnesshe water and that the test Is usefulness and do you

useful e tes

he CHAIRMAN. In any event, the huge expenditures

hat are being suggested here today would be usele;

BAUER. Yes. By way of Illustration, ou

E: Chica

metropolitan region as a case for managing waste water

all similar Diants that are scattered tt

r day or thereabouts, and 900 million gallons per daj
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has been used in Australia is, of course, very unsophisti-

cated compared to the ones that we are now discussing.

After all, that was put into operation back in the 1890'b.
They don't even bother to treat the sewerage. They Just

put it on the land. They really didn't care about whether

the biological physical chemical process is going on. The

Just knew it, worked. They didn't know why it worked.

Senator DeNORMANDIE, I can see why they wanted

move It out.

Dr. BAUER. Yes. So they are now talking about

think that system that they

land that they will probably

alternative system. Isome

now have Is in such valuable

sell it to some organization Now, obviously, you don'

reatment system. You, in

open space to enhance its

?oy the land by the landest

, preserve it as a useful

culture, and there isn't

er for a lot of other act

a c

thany reason why it can't be

ivlties like nuclear power

agrl

buff

posal and even for major

laving airports too close to

have the buffer around them

ations, like solid waste d

drr,s, People objea

y'd like tozones.

like that. It seemsfor noise, vibrations and th

me that there are a great many utilitarian functions that

we need to supply to a metropolitan area and nobody wants
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I d j

o a a1

1OI -Iu a w

hings and we get them done all n

anoralcal and useful manner.

fhe CHAIRMAN. Dr. Sheaffer said that we needed

f or llion gall•a at the present rate it's

a day he said 130 square miles. That is not too large of

land area when you consider the uses to which it ca

nu . He said 85,000 acres He suggested that th

entire effort, and this is not taking intof

account whatever gains would he derived or any benef o

derived from the land, a cost ofavenues that migh

$360,000,000,000. That is about the same size as the

Quabbin area. It covers a out 80,000 square acres or

122 square miles, and we have on Cod alone 45,000

suitable acres. I'm ju asking for the record do you

agree with tha

h)r. BAUER. Yes, I nk you will be able to fin

1your land, and I think tha can be integrated into a

metropolitan development andcomprehensive plan for th

of other problems toothat it will solve a number

Senator DeNORMANDIE. Does it have to be done in
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1

one place

Dr. BAUER. Not at all. In the case of Muskegon

we have two sites. We have a major- site and a minor- si

Senator DeNORMANDIE. It can be used in forest lam

agricultural land In a traditional ser

1a nd. IAUE You can us

S'ate work tha eerst lar

here. I am aI ery

Vilander fr a

flat agricultural lar

automation arcaus

rested

use a fie

alvesa

esena

at a
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T simply Duld ask atwaDr ar3,

point that the Commission take cognizance of the fact thatha

r, Bauer honorably estimates $120,000,000 a year. The

's present operating budge.D.C.'s present operating budget is 7 A million dollars.

So we along the road where we recapture the land valu

at the end of the recycling experiment. We still sou

iave, would we not, a quite drastic increase in the opeoperat

ost of the system?

BAUER. These co s Include the federal an

state portions as well. Th ust your localtDO

ludes the operating cost too. Now vou areand

el e that your local

ommissloner SEARS. I m wondering whether we are

get any federal reimbursement after this morninggoing

Mr. C irman. As soon as we get the raw figures out i

be helpful.woul

Dr. BAUER. The volume of water I am talking about

here I assume eight or nine hundred million gallons per day

as being the average rate of flow In the system, and I

assume that the peak rate of flow would be fifteen hundred

million gallons per day. In arriving at these costs I

may have overestimated, I have been hearing figures that

are much smaller than that, but you have to recognize that
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all I did was take the f for Chicago and multiplyIS

30$. And in the case of Chicago we are ta

Abo average rate of fl f roughly twenty-seven

hundred million gallons per day
, and we are talking about

a peak rate of flow of roughly orty-flve hundred million

gallons a day, and in those fig es I may have overestimated.

he CHAIRMAN. I am sur ou are taking into account

jmmissioner, the fifty million lollar diversion area projec

as well as ost of the 150 llion dollar plant tha

oesn't work according to tes ony here today.1

Commissioner SEARS. We sorely need that water

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we put the pressure or

on effort back in theengage in some sort of reclama

hat will be even a bettersuburban areas I am sure that

answer

mentioned the Chicago program.Professor MULVEY. You

How far a distance are you having to pipe that in comparison

the question that the Commissioner just asked you relative

to the Boston area?

Dr. BAUER. The longest distance from the uppermost

end of the collection system to the farm is 104 miles

Dr. BAUER. Yes. Now from the closest point which

Professor MULVEY. 104 miles
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h a wa

Dr. BAUER. I am sure if you, didn't find land

available, something along the land solution, obviously

you'd have to use something else, and the something else

that would appear to he possible or practical is to put

In he ocean. Now I think if you rule out land, in other

words, I don't see that we can evaporate it. Some peopl

have talked about this. They have said well now we are

materials in the waters and

that. And they said well

water, let's evaporate It dow

concerned about the dissolved

what are we going to do about

why don't we Just distill the

to where it dissolves. Then you have a problem of getting

rid of the solids. What would we do with that? Some

people have suggested well that is what we would barge out

to sea and drop In the ocean are all these solids. And

so I suppose If you want to go that route you could do 1

and Just operate some kind of distillation process, but

offhand let me describe one little episode that I think

illustrates the universality of the land system more than

might seem reasonable. On his recent trip to Melbourne,

Australia that Dr. Sheaffer described, Dr. Heinsohn from

the University of Illinois was along. He's been doing

research on sludge and on Its use for agricultural purposes
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A ally-'sse in's metal problei

how it affects crops, and he told me when hme when he got back from

Melbourne, he said, 'You know, I went over there a skeptic."

He said, 'I knew that the land treatment system had appli a

on in certain area T-T said, "But I didn't believe

that it really had a general application." He sai

"For one thing I didn't believe that it would really w

well on clay soils", but he said, "Now that I have seen

Melbourne", he said," If they can make it work there you n

make the land system work anywhere." And those are .lust

s words to me. And he went over, as I say, a skeptl

And wh s happens to be so I think we are going

iue to learn about it and discover, but it's very

difficult to Ignore the facts for reasons beyond our under

standing at least at this point of time. This thing does

work on a variety of soils, and the more we look into 1

the more we discover why it works. And I think it is

awfully important that this money that is going to be spent

here in the next few years accomplishes as many purposes

as we possibly can, and the land disposal seems to solve

not Just the waste water problems but a lot of others.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?

(No response.)



Dr. Bauer, we certainly appreciate your coming

distance to testify here today for us. I appreciate

Iso your having communicated some of the Information

What you have had to say, and I can only

peak for myself, seems to me to be describing the most

problemal and sensible answer

BAUER. It seems so simple that It requires

ng to be Invented which Is good. It means that we

don't have to train anybody as to how to do It. We have

lid these thing:people available that know how

and how to irrigate the farms and so forth, and to me it

a perfect solution, I appreciate the opportI appreciate the opportun

which deserves everyone's concern ar
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at

ary to what I have heard in some of the other

ommission meetings we do not believe that Boston Harbor

dead. We don't believe that it is dyln.

e past three years.a n

s has been demonstrated conclusively in the proceedings

session of the conference on the navigable

W. hwaters of Boston Harbor and its tributaries on Octo'

here are

solved, pro!le

is that will require tremend

;eneral pumen

disposal of the De

rent faa

ii

art at al
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addressed to is the most appropriate financially feasi e

olving the combined sewer problem in the

inner harbor area and its tributary streams. The City of

on report indicates several hods ranging

from a hal llllon dollars to a billion dollarsrs

lutlons not eligible for federal and state construct

■ant assistance. Not to minimize other corollary problems

buu rhls is where concentrated efforts shoul -i

achieve a viable and fiscally sound solution

It is my understanding hat earlier testimony wa

made indicating that land disposal would be a means of

olving the Boston Harbor problem. Land disposal is n>

new concept and in certain situations may be a suitable

alternative to conventional reatment methods. Where

Metropolitan District Commission system is hydraulically

oriented to the ocean U2 cities and towns reversal of flows

ranging from 300 million gallons a day to one billion gallon

the question. Othera day would appear to be out of

questions such as soil characteristics, availability of

land, freezing and ground water contamination must be

answered. In any event, a potential alternate to convention

al treatment methods must be technically sound and be

compatible with a scheme to collect the mixed storm water
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a

ze rams

T

rstrial discharges

Dais for1a

a financial commitment of federal fun3

Eda

eneficial purposes.

ake a few emarks over and

epared stat Chairman. I ear

hink we are all baslcallhat you ay a

and that is a clean Bsame

Harbor. I think the issue goes somewhat further than this

and because of pending federal legislation and also because

rrent rules and regulations requiring as a pre-

ing federal grants a commitment to secondaryequ

In looking ahead to the legislation that

probably will pass whether you prefer the Muskie or

Blatnik version I think it's Incidental, I think that

we all have to recognize that this basic requirement is not



and if anything else it will become mor

’n't think from a practical view if we

ig a maxi federalnour

secondarywe ca

I think secondary treatment Is going to he a

I s far as 1 isposa

i 7

»d. We are talking about tremendous1 still

.C. commitmentHarbor, As far as Mestme

s could be eliglbls probably 90$150 millio

to secondary treat-sr federal/

;ets fIs mad

g money out of tmoney and actually gets ate match w

we have

Df Engineers' study, I ha\As far as the

newalso is geaw

!quiremation, an'

1 sc Y

ssachusears and trf

asion we may bek

I rea
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T

make aslc commitment to secondary treatment but with

the engineering report that 1that is being prepared by the

Metropol on the final resting place

far as disposal is concerned can be made a part of that

T uld be foolish for us to contim

Hy what is going to be the law of the landight basically wha

and Jeopardize the maximum amount of federal aid that can

available to Massachusetts

The CHAIRMAN. Frankly I would be willing t

1 leral funds. I would. I don't think

such a tremendous thing when you consider that accord-

iat arrived here from

ew Engl the last hearing that we end upua

115,000 pounds per day with the secondary treatm



tremendously expensive And whether or not the lane

will be available I think is a question no one really k

how much is going to be requl

talking in the neighborhood o

you're going to be talking abi

will take quite a few towns o:

Ed, but apparently if we are

a billion gallons a day

ut 300 square miles which

quite a bit of portions of

several towns

The CHAIRMAN. 130 square miles

Mr. McMAHON. That is based on 450 million gallons

a day. I am saying basically

a day, and this is three times

present time. This also does

it would be a billion gallons

the dry weather flow at the

not address itself to the

ton Harbor and that is yourmost serious problem in the Bo

doesn't solve that particularcombined sewer overflow. That

problem.

The CHAIRMAN. Actually it will take both, wouldn't

it?

Mr. McMAHON. Well, the only real program that's

been put forth was the Camp, Dresser & McKee report for the

City of Boston. And this basically would be utilizing

Mr. McMAHON. Yes, sir, I do in a sense that

hydraulically the system's geared to ocean disposal.

To reverse this trend and go back Inland I think is goin.
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the sewerage regulations I a

Icipallty shall discharge or cause to be dlscharranged

wer water, sewer or any sewer or any sewerewe

Ibutary thereto any of the following-described matters ora

waste, any gasoline, fuel oil, crude petroleum or any ofude petrole

the Ch: Iffilut or

ou aware that over one million gallons per year is beir

discharged into the harbor

Mr. McMAHON. I am not aware of the figure, Senator

I am aware of the fact that in the past or four years

there have been roughly two million dollars expended in

leanup operat because of oil spills in and around the

metropolitan area.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not talking about spills now.

I am talking about discharging it. Are we doing somethl

about prosecuting people for violating that
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Mr. McMAHON. There have been several, a number

ons on the general oil pollution program Iprosecu

particular details with me now, but I woul d sayhave the

cobably been 15 prosecutions on oil spills. Iz

olltabelieve that one or two have been within the metr

dlstri

alking about spillThe CHAIRMAN. I am not talkin

Mr. McMAHON, I r e that

he CHAIRMAN. Have you gone back to the source

he oil Rome<

McMAHON. Ye1:

he CHAIRMAN. And you don't have the figure:

Mr. McMAHON. I don't have them with me

he CHAIRMAN. Let me

hall

injure or constitute a hazard to huri n

1 'Uanlma

n the harbor, some of which comes from the M.D.C'S fr

Ie safe levenc:W

1e

el. What are we doing about that

. McMAHON• The M.D.C. adopted about a year

AteiW

read you Section
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implementing on a small scale a program of requiring the

necessary pre-treatment devices within the system. I think

his will probably have to require additional legislation

o it can be enforceable.

The CHAIRMAN. Whether we have that, that isn't the

answer though really. Is

Mr. McMAHON reatment, oh, yes it is

CHAIRMAN. There is nc way that we can tell

le not

Mr. McMAHON. Yes, by vi

ect basically the collect

the sewer ordlnan

system and your treat-

heavy metals that we haveient facll

in the harbor now ar ear becaus

I f wr

will seea sewe

iforced nowar

against ar

w

are



and eventually going into the harbor you as Chief Water3

Pollution Control Officer of the State don't feel that i

your responsibili

4r. McMAHON 11, only from the point of effl

Itself. This Is where we become Involved in the prwhere we become

reatment facll■atlon of the treatment facility. As far as the sewer

ordinance is concerned it is encumbent upon the M.D.C.

enforce the program, and I think they have started to

this

The CHAIRMAN. But as long as it's going through

you don't feel it's your concern even though it ends

the Boston Harbor?

there

up in

Mr, McMAHON. No, absolutely I do.

The CHAIRMAN. You do feel it's your concern?

Mr. McMAHON. Yes

The CHAIRMAN. What are you doing about it

Mr. McMAHON. What are we doing about the sludge?

We mentioned it already.

The CHAIRMAN. No, the metals, the metals that are

in the harbor beyond the safe levels that I have Just
described.

Mr. McMAHON. As far as the metals that are in the

harbor I think I said this before. They are going to
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omo

we have notified all1McMAHi 1

and private laboratories, insofar'alaboratories, both pu

it he requ char.r

move mercury. This has beealso hov

larbor an f heione after survey

Healthy the De Pi

.aleasica havpro

their own program at this tiR
ia o enfor

have tand we do Ieiars y 1ecause there are Ju

personnel

‘tage of personnel, is th;The CHAIRMAI ha

here are noreally the basic rea oat

ombinationa

being taken again theThe CHAIRMAI a

he discharges? Ible fpeople who are respo: m

ges are allowed irdiscih ia uchcurious to know why

the limits. We also have standardsquantities as to excee

for others

McMAHO:
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here has been raw sewerage probably

he lassing in years that probablyoarb

he metal deposits have been accumulated there

ustrlal was eshe raw sewerage ar

und redundant Ihere agal

ry, is that the ultimate solution is the proper enforce

Nt within the M.D.C. system of their ordinance which will

prevent the heavy metals and toxic materials from

I feel that this probably will require additionshata

legislative help, but I feel that the M.D.C. does hav

apability of handling this program

sioner SEARS. I'd like to ask Mr. McMa

same question I asked Mr. McGlennon and tha a?

ur agency established a set of standards for metals

a

ly am wa

■riarameter that we have v

Mr. McMAHON. VCe have never adopted any particul

zures as far as heavy metals are

tration at the fedeals fri

they call 1hat sets

Ilf 1h

c

Mr. McMAHOI
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enf

er

aware of the number of

you had made awa

mc erta

SEARS. We had 60 oml r. s a

te abserweekly, Mr. Chairman.nar

T

he CHAIRMAN. I am curious, Mr. McM

syou will sgr

awe weGeneral, and the reaAt

s that the Attorney General said; "Nobody everas that the Attorney General salan

asked me," in response to the requests, but you evideG

ever went and asked for action. Did you ask for

act

McMAHON. We probably requested legal action

against probably 80 municipal and industrial discharges

the state, but when you asked me the question you asked rri'

iwe ever went after any individual industry which is

to my knowledge unless they wereinto the M.D.C. system, and

‘eally having a particular problem going into the water

course we did not.

The CHAIRMAN. When we go into the M.D.C. system
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'V tic Riveri i

r down the Charles are Interested, but otherwiseey

Mr, McMAHON. I ot a ques nteres

a question of statu ry responsibility. Senator. The

mal proce community involved or th

involved to er ce their own sewer ordinance

a particular Instance woul:qu

f the effluent of th particul eatment plant we e

isfactory, but the way the normal procedure

would work as far as legal a against the

municipalities es that are discharging to waterus

courses we have done thl iy, many time

Commissioner SEARS. I must repeat industries are

■d Communities are tied into ouour system.

syst

The CHAIRMAN. Can w ask for your help and your

cooperation on the effo secure land disposal?

I woul see no particular objectlorMr. McMA 3

including it as an alternate in this comprehensive study

emplated by the M.D.C.which is currently being con

i
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McMAHON. No, ou can get 97$ al of h

a i are that we have

lAN. You must have auth

cessau

Y

ho has appeared

'V* a
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whack ar
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na

of the inner har

VviMAHON. I

Ireal

federal legislation and current rules and regulai

he changing it for us, because I don't really think

a high priority basis secondary treatment should go

imbined sewerthe harbor before you actually solve your combi

discharge problem

Professor MULVEY. If you did Install a secondary



treatment facility would this take care of the overflowiatment facility would this take care of tlr

disch r have ind ated

Mr. McMAHON. No

fessor MULVEY. So therefo 3 way

rat, I don't mean no way, but we have not achieve

Mr. McMAHOi 1 right, that does not solve

the problem. Your basic real guts problem is your

■wer dis Boston Harbor an'

utar. lam

ow you are really in a bir

what the primary source of polluas to dete nth

harbor is, would you agree wit i that?

Mr. McMAHON. I think the problem has been identified

y the City of Boston report. I don't think there Is any

question about that

it hasn't been agreed upon.

Mr. McMAHON. No, it hasn't been agreed upon becau e

the solution hasn't been agreed upon. This is basically

what we are faced with.

The CHAIRMAN. You don't see that the Deer Island

plant is a leading villain

Professor MULVEY. So

Professor MULVEY. But

re Metro-Boston

system?
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McMAHOI

'he CHAIRMAN. You don't see that

Mr. McMAHOI hired a firm by the n.

lence, I atec e e: iS

harbor and develop mathematical models and evaluate th

issentlall r cl.ation a

practices. They evaluated this utilizi ng falrl

im bacterlallechniques, a ggest p

ly caused by the dlschar •rarbor was

farr ajo

at a ter q a

eine n le sin

11 ha v e j
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he CHAIRMAN. Y

Mr. McMAHON. It is tru

e CHAIRMAN. You think lt ! s tru

*lr. McMAHON, Yes, because of the combined sewer

eatmen

HAIRMAN. Combined sewerage?

Mr. McMAHON. Y

The CHAIRMAN. I see. Do you know where

the sludg that go eer Island goeiu

Mr. McMAHON. I think this Is pretty well docurm

I don't really recall the figure. Roughly 15$ can come

back ir

Th CHAIRMAN 15$ w rat ?

Mr. McMAHON. Can come tle bac

Th CHAIRMAN matter of factAs a does

in. Does thatome back any damage

Mr. McMAHON. That is the reason that the M.D.C.

had their Task Force and are proceeding with handling an

alternatl e method of sludge disposal

Th HAIRMAN. So we can't blame it all on

Mr McMAHON. Excuse me, I hope I made It clear I

was not saying that they were meeting the standards so fa

as sludge disposal Is concerned. But at the time of the

0$
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sts that have appeared here wi every

aad to say hat the Deer Islanchat the,w

ularly the Deer Island, ar1
>

a;est sou ha ier sources

■ass off as river runoff and sewer1

an only estimate your ur

sewer overflow it seems to me about fiven

million pounds, which is a very small percentage of the total

that have testified•ad. Again those are ier

They regard that as an aim'ommlssie

insignificant portion of it if any of it is inslgnlfica

what we do and what we decide about the future of Deer

sland is very important to that harbor. You will at leas

i pMcMAHON andary treatment

uter harbor. Iin and abo11 causew

icede that secondary treatment is the number one11 nw
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e right thy

lar area where the end of the flow ca:area where tt w

flow from ohe culvert came that water stayed righ

culvert; which is abou

si ahe w

1and IDeer Islar

efore the tide started in, an3 that polnmov

ng back; into the bay alherefore, that flow is

uld be inclined to think frAnd I wWl

■ns there for four hours that a wholDbse

into the bay. And I inde'than l c that comes bac

since 1969 there have been any tests made of the water

quality factor in that a ‘ea

esMr. McMAHON. There have been a number

not only made by the M.D.C. but our agency. Even i

be a fairly significant ramsummer there is going

in the harbor that the Coast Guard is going to ass st ou

agency in doing a full comprehensive evaluation of wa

i
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a rMURPHY >m wha Ta 3e ass

act11tha i.at i y

Tdid be cloehas ■what om he3pa 31

1Id be welharbor master. I thinks w

Mr. McMAHON. Thank y u.hank y

he New EnglamThe CHAIRMAN. What iAIRMAN wrong wit

IthAquarium study? You dlsagr

IOW if IT laveMcMAHON sa ree

seen it, Senat

frher questions fromA there any fuHAIRMANhe

ers of the CommlssiormemlHp

(No response.)

K helate your comVie very much appr

testlmorMr. McMahon, and we very much appreciate you

3fG 1 n McNaryt speaker is MrI see that our ne:

Falmouth. Now I understand hat Dr. Bauer wants to

address us for just a moment

look a
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he Town Representatives passed a plan to build a secondaryassed a plan to build a seconds

activated sludge plant for the 'Wn with 2.7 mlllior

neyard Sound offlions a day of effluent po ■d

Nobska Pol

am President of the A elation for the Preserve

tlon of Vineyard Sound, an organization formed to oppose

that plan. We were alarmed by the prospect of possible

pollution of the Sound and the effect this might have on the

economy of the Town, dependent as it is on the summer touris

industry and commercial fishing. After the Town Repre

sentatives approved this outfall plan, our organization took

the issue to a referendum. The citizens of Falmouth voted

to reject the outfall proposition by a vote of 2 to 1.

he Association then set about finding a better

solution for the Town of Falmouth. Our first step was t

set up a Citizen's Sewer Study Committee. Simultaneously

the selectmen's appointed Town Sewer Study Committee was

also wrestling with the problem of what to do. Unfortunately,

this Committee was composed equally of appointees favoring

the defeated outfall system and those advocating land

disposal; their deliberations were stalemated. Their final

recommendation was a compromise proposal to take care of the

present small Woods Hole collection system, which had
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e was that the small section of th r

he selaid be given secondary treatmentw

1 ef erefeat

all a

In the meantime, the Citizen's :Wwas revomrr

3 studies of eminent geologists or re nee<

ular notice ofoe's water supply. It took par

glnatheir prediction that the waste water Rom

Y1 plan would reduce the level of th many ponds at

ArthuCopwestern end of the Cape 2 to 4 feet

his data wStrahler's technical report supporting

Ed an intenslvleft with the Committee. We then sta

search for a system that would return waste water o

that the returwater, processed hethe groun f

nkwater would be pure enough to drink.

e methods; (l) chemical.There were three p

and mechanical, and (3) tak n,(2) a combination of chemical

and polishing 1eathe waste water after seconda

by lagoon treatment and recycling it by spray irrigation

f water per acre per weekheswith a maximum of

ot economically feasible forThe first two methods were

Falmouth.



support for the third process

State experience of 10 years, whereant ial

,ame the "Living Filter": a

Ed studyy University of Was

ay irrigation of waste water after secondary

Dur-ses, including CoNy
i

Santee Golf Course in San Diego and the Golden Gate

urse in San Francisco, as well as many

Southwest. In additior<?
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lagoons are

al 1
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evelopment has so closely followed the patterns establishedIe patterns esta'

many years ago by Long Island that the validity of pra

imilar to those presently beirer cr

experienced by Long Island ca .not be questioned." A

urther, "The les T and, whose ground waterat :r

egraded anresource has beer ■stroyed over the pas

veral decades, should serve a warning for e Cas

15has dropped 10he water tatIn Nassau County ee

due utfall iwerlng an pumpingve 0

salt-water wedg was invadlr aquifer at th> rag

The glacial aqulseveral hundred feet per year er

(comparable to ours on Cape Cod) d as ahas been abandon

Island becauseater supply In many parts of t h' t

wastes. Nassau County andcontaminated by sewage and o ter

the last remaining supplySuffolk County are competing for

of clean ground water."

his is a vital projectThis Is why we feel that
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system will be monitored by the Woods Hole Oceanograc■a

Institution in association with the Brookhaven National

la rkii t

imilar project in the Town of Brookhaven. Their findl

should produce the solu lent foraste water manago

the towns on Cape Cod a iany other towns through-f

ommonweal an opportun oT at

benefit from the observ ry wa wa

eatment system that can ly compete economically

ndard secondary treatm

That is your statemer Mr. McNary?

Mr. McNARY. Yes, an 3 the supporting brochures

I want to make sure that every ne on this Commit ee has on

As soon as the questions are finished I will make sure

are made available

he CHAIRMAN. Can I ask you one question

Mr. McNARY. Certainly.

The CHAIRMAN. What kind operation re you

receiving from the Massachusetts state agency in your

ffort to utilize the land disposal method?

Mr. McNARY. Well, it's obviously been a study of

rustratlon on their part in that listening to the testimonyc
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Mr. McNARY. Yes, we recognize that the State for

ars has been using secondary treatment with eff

Ed into 'water, and this is *m-

State. And, obviously, it takes a real selling effori

.na 3:

ersant with the possibilities of making waste wa

a

a

■mir

(N nse.)

In case we may be of assistance to you I just want

say, Mr. McNary, that I hope that you will call upon us., that I hope that you will call upor

f the members of the Commission, not all

will certainly be happy to try to assist you.

Mr. McNARY. I certainly appreciate that. Thank

ery much

The CHAIRMAN. we commend you for your zeal

and your great efforts. I know you have acted as a private

citizen and have really worked hard to accomplish what you

are attempting to accomplish. It seems like an excellent
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to the Commission from Dr. William J. Bauer,
:nt, Bauer Engineering, Chicago, Illinois

APPENDIX B. Let
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Bauer Engineering. Inc
Consulting Engineers Land and Water Resources

Dr
Chicago, Illinois 60606

June 2, 1972
iDDi

BAUERENG CHICA(

The Honorable William M. Bulger
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
State Senate
State House, Boston

Subject: Land Disposal Technology

My dear Senator Bulger:

This letter follows upon your invitation of May 30, 1972 to appear
before your Special Legislative Commission on Boston Harbor Pollution at
10:00 am on June 20, 1972 in the Gardner Auditorium, State House, Boston,
Massachusetts. In your letter you request relevant data and information
which I am pleased to submit in this letter.

First of all, let me introduce myself more completely to you by
providing a copy of my personal resume which is enclosed. I have been
in consulting engineering work here in Chicago for the past 21 years. Prior
to that I completed academic training leading to a Ph.D. in Mechanics and
Hydraulics at the State University of lowa, having done research under
Dr. Hunter Rouse of the lowa Institute of Hydraulic Research which is
internationally known in the field of hydraulics and fluid mechanics. At
present, our consulting firm of approximately 50 persons specializes in land
and water resource management. I am also President of Soil Enrichment
Materials Corporation, which operates a large unit train system for trans-
porting and utilizing waste activated sludge from a sewage treatment plant
by using the material for the enrichment of agricultural lands. Currently,
we are handling about 6500 tons of sludge slurry per day, with a typlca,'
solids content of about 9%. With that much background, let me try to
answer the questions raised in your letter.

Technology of Land Disposal of Sewage

Land disposal of wastes is an old process being the natural process
by which animal and plant wastes have been accommodated on our planet

appendix b.
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since the beginning of time. Managed land disposal of human sewage on
land is also relatively old art, being called for in the directions given to
the Israelites by Moses. Large-scale managed disposal of sewage on land
in modem times dates back more than 75 years, with disposal of sewage
solids on farms near European cities and with the large irrigation project in
Melbourne, Australia being examples of this art. These latter projects afford
opportunities to assess such problems as long-term build-up heavy metals
in soils which is of interest because of possible adverse effects on crops.
This matter will be separately discussed in a separate portion of this letter.

Research into the biological, physical, and chemical actions which
take place in the soil as sewage water percolates through it has been under-
taken at Pennsylvania State University since 1962, using forest and crop

lands owned by the University. The work has been publicized by a sound
movie called "The Living Filter" and by a number of reports/

More recently, a group of scientists at the University of Washing-
ton performed a comprehensive study of the land treatment process for the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.' 2 ' This study researched a large number of
publications on the general subject and is a very useful reference for workers
in this field .

I shall not in this brief letter go further with a description
of the land treatment process, but shall conclude with the statement that this
ancient art has only recently been understood from the point of view of
modern biology, physics, and chemistry so that it can be managed as a

technical process to achieve predetermined goals.

1 The Pennsylvania State University, Institute for Research on Land
and Water Resources. Use of Sewage Wastewater and Sludge in Revegetating.

Strip Mine Spoil Banks , by; L. T. Kardos, W. E. Sopper, J. A. Dickerson
and C. F. Hunt, Environmental Scientist, Forest Hydrologist and Research
Assistants

2 Univ ersity of Washington report. Assessment of the Effectiveness and

Effects of Land Disposal Methodologies of Waste Water Management, by;
Charles H. Driver, Bjorn F. Hrutfiod, Demetrios E. Spyrldakls, Eugene B.
Welch, David D. Wooldridge, Russel F. Christman, Project Coordinator.
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Cost for Metropolitan Boston

The use of the land treatment process for metropolitan Boston
could be estimated on the basis of two separate procedures;

1. As a first phase, provide a large capacity system for handling
the solids produced by the present treatment system and for
incorporating them into agricultural soils for enrichment purposes.

2. As a second phase, abandon the present treatment plants and
install a land treatment system for the full amount of the flow.

Without a detailed engineering study, I cannot give firm estimates
of cost. However, if I assume that the experience in other areas is an
indication of what can be done, I can make a rough guess of what the costs
would be. Taking the population served to be 3 million persons, I can
relate this to the population of 10 million persons for which we have designed
a system for the Chicago metropolitan area. This population is actual number
of persons, and does not Include a population "equivalent" for the industrial
load. However, the industrial load is included in the total load served by
the system for which we have estimated the costs. Using this approach,
one can guess the costs for the Boston metropolitan area to be about 30%
of the estimated costs for the Chicago metropolitan area.

On this basis, I should guess the following costs for the two
approaches listed

Sludge handling by unit train to farm areas and
incorporation into the soil (partial exclusion of
wastes from Boston harbor) : $7.5 million/yr.

2. Sewage conveyance by pipeline to farm areas,
treatment by biological processes, and
irrigation over farmed areas (complete exclusion
of wastewater from Boston harbor):

60.0 million/yrWithout storm water included;

120.0 million/yrWith storm water included

These figures include both capital and operating costs.
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Heavy Metals

The question of heavy metals is often raised by those who question
the suitability of the land treatment system. It is theoretically possible
that heavy metals would cause toxicity problems in plants as such toxicity
has been demonstrated in instances in which the heavy metal is either
added in soluble form in a laboratory experiment, or is present in actual
soils with Insufficient organic content or with excessive acidity being present
In actual instances of long-term farming with sewage, heavy metal toxicity
has not been a problem. The reasons for the lack of problems in actual
operations with sewage or with sludge produced from sewage are found in
the nature of the material and of the soil to which it is applied. By
maintaining or increasing the organic content of the soils, and by main-
taining a reasonable pH or acidity of the soil, the heavy metals are kept
in condition in which they are unavailable to plants. This effect of organics
on the availability of heavy metals is strikingly demonstrated in the ability
of sewage sludges to eliminate nearly all of heavy metal pollution from strip
mine areas. Once the sludges are added to the upper portion of the soils
of the stripped areas, grass can again grow where it formerly could not.
The resulting heavy grass cover also controls erosion, and the high organic
content in the upper soil horizon keeps the heavy metals, which were formerly
toxic to plants, from having any adverse effect. Paralleling this process.
long-term irrigation with sewage efflue
content of the upper soil horizon, ther
to cope with heavy metals.

t can be used to build the organic
fore continually increasing the ability

ago showed surprisingly little differ
dges taken from cities with widely

'onneticut study of many yec
ence in the heavy metal content of slu
different amounts of industry which use
tries. This led to the conclusion that
in all sewage, even in that from solel

heavy metals, such as plating indus-
the heavy metals would be present

lestic sources. Consequently,
the same reasoning applies to handling the effluent from both domestic and
industrial sources.

It should be pointed out that industries should not be permitted to
discharge unlimited amounts of heavy metals. Large amounts interfere with
the biological treatment processes, and the normal practice of wastewater
agencies is to place a limit on the amounts of heavy metals that can be
discharged into the common sewer by industries. This limitation is the
same for activated sludge treatment plants as for the land treatment system.
Discharge of larger amounts by industry is also generally very costly to the
industry. We have found that by limiting the amount discharged the industry
can usually cut its costs for raw materials.
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It is obvious that significant discharges of DDT or other poisons is
Intolerable in any biological treatment system, be it activated sludge or
lagoon treatment followed by Irrigation on land. The discharge of such
materials, like excessive discharges of heavy metals, must not be permitted
into the common sewer.

Comparison of Technologies

The so-called conventional technology, which usually means an
activated sludge treatment system, is simply a biological treatment system
which has been managed through the artificial recycling of sludge and the
addition of large amounts of air to achieve a very rapid biological process.
The process Itself is the same as the one which takes place in a river, a
lake, or in a healthy soil. The same sorts of bacteria do the work in
reducing the sewage to their own body tissue, which when collected we
call sludge. Alternative biological processes of this type, of which the
aerated lagoon is one type, are usually less costly to construct if suffi-
cient land area is available for their use. If the sewage is pumped to
the country, then sufficient land is available for the construction of the
lagoons, and hence they would normally be less expensive to use. However
any sort of biological treatment may be used in advance of the type of land
treatment system which we believe to be most effective.

The land treatment process itself may be compared to various forms of
so-called advanced waste treatment which are intended to remove nearly all
of the pollutants in the wastewater. Alternative wastewater treatment
processes involve chemical treatment, flocculation, sedimentation, filtration,
carbon absorption, and nltrificatlon/denitrification procedures which remove
nitrogen from the effluent. A comparison of the effectiveness of the best
alternative technology and the land treatment alternative is shown in the
attached Table IV which was taken from the Summary Report of the Office
of the Chief of Engineers, U.S. Army, concerning the regional plan for
the Chicago metropolitan area.

It can be seen from this table that the land treatment process is
superior in performance to the best known alternative technology.
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Our firm, Bauer Engineering, Inc. of Chicago, designed the
largest wastewater Irrigation project in the United States which Is currently
under construction In Muskegon County, Michigan. In addition, we have
performed and are currently performing further studies of the land treatment
system for the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, using the Chicago Metro-
politan Area with a service population of 10 million persons as an example.
We believe that this approach to the solution of the wastewater problem
can also solve other urban problems, such as providing suitable sites for
new electric generating stations, and for the disposition of unreclaimable
solid wastes. The large land areas provided in the farm also preserve green
open space and assure the possibility of future increased crop production.
Revenues from these sources are potentially very large, but are not taken
into account in giving the cost estimates provided in this letter. Such
revenues could of course reduce the cost.

I look forward to meeting with you Commission on June 20, 1972
and to the possibility of having further dialog concerning the land treat-
ment process.

w y]. Bauer
PresidentWJB:fb

Attachments: 1. W. J. Bauer personal resume
2. Table IV

Summary
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TABLE IV
I

ALTERNATIVE PROCESS SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DATA

Effluent Qualit

Biological Chemical- Land
Constituents Advanced Physical Treatment

COD mg/I 10 10 6
BOD mg/1 5 3 32
Suspended Solids mg/1 1 1 *—' o
Dissolved Solids mg/1 350 350 400
Soluble Phosphorus mg/1 0.1-0.2 0.1-0.2 0.01
NH3-N mg/1 0.3 0.5 —0
NO3 -N NO mg/1 2-5 2 2
Organic R mg/1 —0 ~0 ~0
Heat, Temp. °F 53-78 53-78 55-70
Oils, Greases mg/1 1 1 ~0
Phenols mg/1 0.01 0.01 —0
Pathogens, Viruses Present** Present** ~0
Trace Metals* 0.1 0.1
Boron 1.0 1.0 0
Arsenic 0.03 0.03

.
0

Cyanide ~0 ~0 ~ 0

* Trace Metals; Aluminum, Cadmium, Chromium, Copper, Lead, Nickel,
Zinc, Iron, Manganese, Mercury

** - Present with Current Disinfection Practice.

1 Performance data for advanced/biologlcal is based primarily on small
scale operating systems, and for physlcal/chemlcal and land treatment
performance data is based on limited small scale operating experience
and on pilot plants and engineering and laboratory studies. Specific
information on performance data contained in studies and reports is
referenced in COST DATA ANNEX to the TECHNICAL APPENDIX to this
report and in the report "Wastewater Management by Disposal on the
Land", February 1972, by the Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laboratory, Corps of Engineers, United States Army. The performance
data above are for the systems designed and costed in this study.
In the context of the high level treatment established as the objec-
tive of the study, all systems meet the objective. Higher performanci
may be technically attainable by each - process.
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WILLIAM T. BAUER, PRESIDENT

BSCE (With Highest Distinction), State University
of lowa

MSCE, State University of lowa
PhD in Mechanics and Hydraulics, State University

of lowa

Structural Engineer, IllinoisRegistration:
Professional Engineer, Illinois and seven other states
Professional Engineer (Structural), West Virginia

Fellow, American Society of Civil Engineers
Past Secretary, Illinois Section, ASCE
Member, National Society of Professional Engineers
Member, Illinois Society of Professional Engineers
Member, American Water Works Association

Professional
Societies:

Member, American Geophysical Union
Member, American Institute of Consulting Engineers

English, reading knowledge of German, FrenchLanguages;

Member, Technical Advisory Committee on Flood
Control, Northeastern Illinois Planning

Civic
Activities:

Commission
Past Chairman, Plan Commission, La Grange Park,

Illinois
Member, Board of Education, School District 102

Tau Beta Pi - Engineering Honorary Society
Chi Epsilon - Civil Engineering Honorary Society
Sigma XI - Scientific Honorary Society

Recognition:

Omicron Delta Kappa - Leadership Honorary Society
Colllngwood Prize - Awarded by the American

Society of Civil Engineers
Men Who Made Marks in 1967 - Engineering News

Record

Process for treating solid wastes and sludge
Corrugated metal pipe (applied for).

Patents:

Education:
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WILLIAM I. BAUER, PRESIDENT (Continued)

Publications: "Turbulent Boundary Layer on Steep Slopes,"
Transactions, ASCE, 1955 (Colllngwood
Prize Paper).

"Practical Innovations in the Design of Highway
Drainage Structures," Proceedings of American
Association of State Highway Officials, 1959.

"Sewage Disposal; The Need for a Plan and a
Policy," in "The Future of Northeastern Illinois
by the Northeastern Illinois Metropolitan Area
Planning Commission, 1962.

"Urban Drainage Design," Journal of Hydraulics
Division, ASCE, 1962.

Discussion of "A Physical Approach to Turbulent
Boundary Layer Problems," by Donald Ross,
Transactions, ASCE, 1956.

Discussion of "Scour at Bridge Crossings," by
E. M. Laursen, Journal of Hydraulics Division
ASCE, 1960.

Various magazine articles and discussions

Contributor to "Handbook of Applied Hydraulics,"
3rd Edition, by Calvin Davis, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc.

President of Bauer Engineering, Inc.Experience
with Firm:

Consultant to the Hydraulics Research Division,
Bureau of Public Roads.

Design of highway bridges and large culverts of
unusual type.
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WILLIAM T. BAUER PRESIDENT (Continued)

Field reconnaissance and studies Involving the
Congo River in Africa, Son River in India, Humacao
River in Puerto Rico, Pend Oreille River and Columbia
River in Washington, and Des Plaines River and tribu-
taries in Illinois.

Supervision of hydraulic laboratory studies of low dams
and sills; hydraulic laboratory studies of conduit
modifications, channel deepening, and bridge pier loss
coefficients. Design and development of hydraulic
laboratory equipment.

Supervision of design for several multi-purpose lakes
in the Chicago metropolitan area, including planning,
detailed design, and construction drawings and speci-
fications

.

Supervision of water supply and sewerage design work
for municipalities and Industries in the Chicago metro-
politan area.

Tunnel Plan for the Metro-
Greater Chicago, and related

Conceptual design of Deep
politan Sanitary District of
engineering planning.

Hydrological design of The
Horticultural Society.

Botanic Garden of the Chicago

Participation on 5-member Board of Engineers for North-
eastern Illinois Planning Commission for comprehensive
planning for waste water, storm drainage, water supply
and solid waste disposal for 6-county area involving
6.S million persons.

Hydraulic laboratory research and testing, hydraulic
and structural design of dams, spillways, outlet works,
channels, and similar hydraulic structures for large
river projects in the United States, El Salvador, Iraq,
Canada, Philippines, Turkey, Greece, and India.

Prior
Experience
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WILLIAM T. BAUER, PRESIDENT (Continued)

Supervision of highway design work including survey-
ing and mapping, route location, geometric design,
and hydraulic design of unusual highway drainage
structures.

Project planning and design for industrial projects
involving handling of fluid suspensions of fine particles

Technical supervision of an analysis and report dealing
with overall drainage and flood control problems in the
Chicago metropolitan area.
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STATE SENATE
STATE HOUSE.BOSTON’ON

riEE
WILLIAM M. BULGER

May 25,

Dear Governor Sargent:

As Chairman of the Boston Harbor
Pollution Commission, I respectfully urge an immediate freeze on
all Work, financing and planning on the Connecticut River-Quabbin
Reservoir diversion project.

That decision with its $5O million
bonding authorization now appears imprudent and would result in a
gross mismanagement of fresh and salt water resources, I urge an
immediate study of fresh water reclamation from the 400 million
gallons wastefully discharged into Boston Harbor daily.

I urge your support and that of
Commissioner Sears in an immediate study of the application of
technology now available to fulfill this requirement. To do other-
wise would be a serious blunder.

William Vi. Bulger
SENATOR

The Honorable Francis W, Sargent
State House

Boston, Massachusetts

cc; Commissioner John Sears
Secretary Charles Foster

02133
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V ~v STATE SENATE

STATE HOUSE. BOSTON

CHAIRMAN
MMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
WILLIAM M. BULGER

June 13, 1972

Honorable Robert H. Quinn
Attorney General
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear General:

As Chairman of the Special Legislative Commission on Boston Harbor
Pollution, my investigation has revealed that heavy metals concentra-
tion in the Harbor far exceed both
these toxic materials. In the case
found have reached between 3 to 10
between 10 to 27 times; and for le.
These metals are highly toxic and
areas.

state and Federal standards for
of mercury contamination the levels
times the standards set; for zinc froi

id between 4 to T 4 times that standard
have been found within shellfish

I respectfully urge action against
contamination as well as action to
dated by statute to enforce the law
tively in this area.

those who are responsible for this
force those officials who are man-

and to act immediately and effec-
f

This condition is a threat to the health and safety of the citizens
of Massachusetts and cannot be tolerated.

Respectfully

William M. Bulger
Chairman

WMB/pjb
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L
STATE SENATE

STATE HOUSE, BOSTON

rHE JUDICIi
WILLIAM M. BULGER

June 21, 1972

Honorable William J. Bicknell
Department of Public Health
600 Washington Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111

Dear Commissioner

have been advised that levels of
ton Harbor far exceed safe stand

I
mercury, lead and zinc found in Bo
ards for these toxic, heavy metals

request an immediate reevaluation
;h species be made by your depart-
to the public health by this con-

I
of all shell fish areas and fin fi
ment to ascertain the threat posed
dition with appropriate prompt action to close such areas if necessary.

I respectfully request an immediate
our department will take.response by you on the action y

Sincerely,

William M. Bulger
SENATOR

WMB/pjb

cc: Mr. Frank Grice, Director
Division of Marine Fisheries
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Massachusetts
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William J. Bicknell, M.D
Commissioner

ily 6, 1972

Senator William M. Bulger, Chairman
Committee On The Judiciary

Re: BOSTON HARBOR
Toxic Element Analys

State Senate
State House
Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Dear Senator Bulger

21
ha-

In response to your letter of June
Division of Environmental Health and

1972, I have consulted with the
i the following to report.

llfish harvested in Boston Hart are being sampled and monitored
program conducted by the Division
time the only toxic element standard

;oxic elements as part of a continuin
Environmental Health. At the presen

aertaining to shellf ry. To date all areas
sSted for shellfish in Boston Harbor is standard. About

Division of En\ ronmental Health, together with the
an extensive survey of all manorDivision of Marine Fisheries, cone

hellfish h waters for mercury. Th:
•esulted in the closure of aund to exceed the
standard f

The De D •n of Marine Fisheries that the
levels of mercur re below the standar

only metal standard for shellfish
ihould like to apprise you of the fact that t

Food and Drug Administration has proposed what they call "Alert
:h you also refe

.tion having no
al significance. In fact different "Alert Levels" have been
Northeast coastal waters, and the Southeast, Gulf and Wes1

re developed for use as
ing waters to indicate•n ir

rage value. Some concentrations of

rcury lead and zinc have been found in shellfish in Boston Harbor above
•bitrary "A

&odten/ 02///
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Ie years has continually monit<
on Harbor and will continue to
irould be most pleased to make
:oncerning these areas.

med sediments and
do so. Because of
you aware of any

The Department rre
shellfish harvested in
your expressed intere
potential health proble r

C-Arthur W. Brownell, C
Department of Natural
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Mass. 02202

B/Eicc
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STATE HOUSE. BOSTON

WILLIAM M, BULGER

June 29, 1972

Honorable John W. Sear
Metropolitan District Commission
20 Somerset Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Dear Commissioner Sear

Thank you for inviting Mr, Leo D,
Allen to your Commission meeting on June 27, 1972, at which Havens
and Emerson, Ltd. presented its engineering proposal for sludge dis
posal

As a result of that meeting and
A. officials, I must again state
long-range solutions to the over-
to find a short-range solution to

the June 26, 1972 meeting with E.P
that it is becoming clear that the
all sewage problem and the efforts
the sludge problem, although not tending toward total incompatibility,
may be moving in that direction. lam pleased to find that Havens and

itivity for this dilemma.Emerson have demonstrated some sen

Incineration, it seems to me, could
iecondary treatment. If one is to
ie, he would do so both for effi-

tend to lock us into conventional
build such an incinerator, of cour
ciency and economy of scale with an eye on handling the secondary and
future tertiary sludge loads.

The present piece-meal and counter-
productive approach being forced by E.P,A. can only lead to continued
haphazard stop-gap decision-making which has been so appropriately
described as "disjointed incrementalism" by Dr. Jack Scheaffer. I
agree.

Without first knowing where we are
going coupled with the real possibility of zero discharge standards
being set by Congress, I believe it is imprudent to proceed. Even
Eugene Jensen conceded that, despite the claim now, that he was not re-
ferring to the sludge issue.
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Cc John r
Page
June

It is indeed ur jite

ha
x reaucratic

of the
instanc
partial

r

I am not int
Corps of Engineers feud nor am I happy to hear from E.P.A. official1

without the benefit of a Corps study, that land dir
the answer. I am more interested in the study atitereste

will entertain whether or

nologie

Conve
present is an unsatisfactory bureaucrat! irowi

luestproblem. One c iate tl t

who act unwisely however good t iei

I am not
Emerson study but I must admit that until we get a ha

that such a stuscheme" for Boston
be as valuable as one might thi Ik

disposal of sludge is feasibl nd the best alternative, that E.P.A,
mventional treatment. If that occurwill end its love affair with
prove valuable notthe Havens and Emerson study m

land disposal, but to open the r for other inn-
sorely needed in thi

William M. Bulaer T
SENATOR. Cl
Commission on Boston Harbor F

WMB/pjb

cc; Honorable Charles Foster
Honorable John McGlennon

haps parti
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